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The New 
Liberal Party

Putin's 
Dilemma

America was determined to stop Nord 
Stream 2.  But for different reasons than most 
people think.  People assume that it wished to 
stop it because it meant America could find a 
lucrative market for its Liquified Natural Gas 
(LNG).  That was undoubtedly a positive result 
from America’s perspective.  But that was not 
the main reason that America wanted to stop 
Nord Stream 2.  

It had to be stopped because, the fact that 
Europe could develop a functional commercial 
relationship with Russia, implied that Europe 
no longer saw Russia as an existential threat.

That could only lead to further trading and 
commercial agreements between Russia and 
Europe with the clear implication that NATO 
and the US were no longer essential for the 
security and development of Europe.  The 
implementation of Nord Stream 2 would have 
meant that a new commercial and trading 
block was coming into existence in the form 
of Europe and Russia and Asia that would be 
independent of the US.

A problem had to be manufactured that would 
stop this significant step in the ending of US 
hegemony.  And so, the right of a large country 
on the borders of Russia to become a member 
of NATO and to host NATO missiles (which 
would be a clear threat to Russian security) 
was devised.  

The Europeans were clearly unhappy with 

It was reported in the Financial Times on 
18th Feb that Labour has entered into a de 
facto agreement with the Liberal Democrats 
on how to fight the next general election.  
It’s an unsurprising development.  Starmer 
is focussed on ousting the Tories at the 
next general election but has come to the 
conclusion that the Labour Party is not capable 
of winning an overall majority.  His goal is to 
have Labour as the biggest party.  This will 
give him the ability to form a government 
with the Liberal Democrats.  It is a dangerous 
strategy.

In 2010, 2 years into the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC), Labour lost the general 
election.  It was a hung parliament.  The 
Liberal Democrats opted to go into a coalition 
government with the Conservatives.  There 
followed 5 years of unnecessary and harsh 
austerity as the Conservatives pursued their 
goal of reducing the size of the state with the 
support of the Liberal Democrats who still 
maintain that the austerity was necessary 
because of the size of the national debt.  This 
impoverished vision created the impoverished 
communities who would vote for Brexit in 
2016.

In the general election of 2015, after 5 years 
of coalition government, the LibDem voters 
gave their verdict on the LibDem participation 
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this scheming.  Although in 
2013 they had schemed to pull 
Ukraine into the European 
sphere of influence,  by 2022 
they had no interest in letting 
Ukraine join NATO.  But they 
were not prepared to publicly 
state that there would be no 
further expansion of NATO.  

Yet again a weak Europe 
allowed its national interests 
to be subordinated to the 
needs of American hegemony.  
Instead of proclaiming loudly 
and clearly that NATO 
should close itself to further 
membership, President 
Macron from France and 
Chancellor Scholz from 
Germany, went to Moscow 
and told Putin in private 
that Ukraine would not be 
allowed to join NATO while 
they were governing France 
and Germany.  Putin was 
understandably unimpressed.

He decided therefore to 
recognize the self-proclaimed 
Donetsk People’s Republic 
and Luhansk People’s 
Republic as independent 
states.  If these states 
requested his help to defend 
themselves against attacks by 
the Ukrainian State he would 
provide it.

It remains to be seen whether 
Putin’s move is a good one.  It 
is certainly clear to the entire 
world that Putin is not prepared 
to let the security of Russia 
be impaired in any way.  And 
it would be impossible now 
for Ukraine to be allowed to 
join NATO since its borders 
are in dispute.  So to some 
extent Putin has achieved his 

objective. 
However, Putin’s move has 

the unsatisfactory result that 
it has locked Europe firmly 
into the American camp.  The 
immediate effect is that the 
Europeans will be dependent 
on imports of American LNG 
but the long-term geopolitical 
effect is more important.  
It has for now ended the 
commercial integration of 
Russia with Europe.  This 
represents a definite victory 
for US foreign policy. 

But therein lies Putin’s 
dilemma.  The European 
leaders have never been able to 
see their own interests outside 
of the interests of American 
hegemony.  Since the collapse 
of the Soviet Union they 
have consistently backed 
the US in its destruction of 
functioning states like Iraq, 
Libya and Syria.  After long 
conversations with the leaders 
of France and Germany 
Putin may well have decided 
they could not be trusted to 
guarantee Russian security 
and has acted accordingly.  
For Russia this had become 
an existential issue and if the 
result is a neutral Ukraine 
and a discredited NATO that 
is also a major victory for 
Russian foreign policy. Putin 
had no choice but to act and 
did so considering what was 
to be the lesser evil.  It remains 
to be seen whether Europe 
will ever be able to determine 
its own interest outside of 
the interests of American 
hegemony.  
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in the coalition.  The LibDem 
seats in parliament dropped 
from 57 to 8 as LibDem voters 
in the south west abstained 
from voting in protest.  This 
protest abstention in fairly 
marginal seats in the south 
west effectively gave the seats 
to the Tories and resulted 
in an overall parliamentary 
majority for the Tories.  
Labour’s weak opposition to 
austerity under Ed Miliband 
was also punished.  

There is no reason to 
think that the LibDems now 
believe that the imposition of 
austerity was wrong.  They 
bought into Thatcher’s view 
of how British society would 
develop with an increasingly 
unregulated private sector 
and a small state.  As did 
Labour under Tony Blair.  
As does Labour under Keir 
Starmer.  One would be hard 
pressed to list the policy 
differences between Labour 
under Keir Starmer and the 
Liberal Democrats under 
Ed Davey.  Keir Starmer is 
effectively turning the Labour 
Party into a kind of Liberal 
party with a commitment to 
free enterprise and a small 
state.

It is a strategy that is directly 
opposite to that pursued by 
Jeremy Corbyn in 2017.  In 
the 2017 general election, 
Corbyn opted to present a 
radical set of policies to the 
electorate.  The electorate, 
particularly the young 
electorate, had no doubt that 
a Corbyn government would 

make a difference.  And so the 
young voted for the Labour 
Party in huge numbers.  In the 
red wall seats Labour’s vote 
also dramatically increased 
because the electorate 
liked the radical policies 
and, importantly, because 
the party was committed 
to respecting the result of 
the 2016 referendum and 
implementing Brexit.

Starmer’s strategy could 
leave Labour in a position to 
form the next government, 
but only in a coalition with 
the Liberal Democrats and 
Scottish Nationalist Party.  
From the perspective of 
working people, it will 
most likely be an ineffective 
government since it will be 
unable to implement policies 
that will bring about the 
substantial changes that are 
required to improve the lives 
of working people.  If the 
recent statements by Starmer 
and shadow Chancellor 
Rachel Reeves are anything 
to go by, it will be too pre-
occupied with the size of the 
national debt to do anything 
truly radical.

Although Starmer’s strategy 
might result in ineffective 
government, it has a chance 
of removing the Tories 
from office.  The interesting 
question is how will the 
Tories react to this prospect.  
Johnson would clearly 
favour spending whatever it 
takes to level up and win the 
next general election.  But 
the typical Tory MP would 
struggle with that as it will 
result in greater national 
debt.  The chancellor Rishi 
Sunak and the full weight of 
the Treasury will oppose any 
spending that increases the 
national debt.  

Johnson will be fully aware 
of this dilemma.  He must 
get rid of Rishi Sunak and 
whip the Treasury into line.  
It is unclear whether he has 
the power to do that.  If he 
does not, it is distinctly 
possible that Starmer will be 
in a position to form a centre-
right government after the 
next general election.
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Levelling Up or Covering Up? 
The government White Paper on levelling up.

By Dave Gardner
In 2019 the Tories won a general 

election largely on the basis of 
capturing seats that have traditionally 
sent a Labour MP to Westminster. 
These are for the most part seats 
in the Midlands and the North of 
England that have experienced 
significant economic decline for 
decades, including under the Labour 
governments between 1997 and 
2010. It is not clear how determined 
the Tories are to retain these seats at 
the next general election, but Johnson 
at least is clear that they should give 
it a go, even though the Treasury has 
largely emasculated him through 
cutting off funding for worthwhile 
projects. Within the Tories there 
is a fight between a small ‘one 
nation’ tendency and a much larger 
Thatcherite grouping fixated on a 
small state and a household budget 
approach to economic management.

For the past year, Labour Affairs 
has been arguing that the parts of 
Britain that are not in the South East 
of England have been neglected and 
need major political and economic 
attention. The devastating effects 
of austerity from 2010 onwards 
have made an already bad situation 
much worse. The White Paper 
brings together a wealth of statistical 
information that documents clearly 
the differences in resources, 
amenities, employment and quality 
of life that exist between the south 
east of England and the rest of the 
country.1 It assumes that this state 
of affairs is unacceptable and that 
these inequalities need to be reduced. 
It is recognised that although key 
elements of government policy 
will remain in control of the centre, 
like transport, environment and 
education, more must be devolved 
to local and regional authorities and 
these must be given more power to 
enable them to work co-operatively 
with central government to tackle 
the problems. Funding must be 
simplified and made more stable.

It is recognised that the problems 
are multi-dimensional and 
interconnected and that they will 

take a long time and considerable 
resources to fix. Not only is this what 
Labour Affairs has been saying for 
the past year, but there is plenty of 
centrist commentary making much 
the same point. The diagnosis and 
the prescription are not in much 
dispute. What is in dispute is the 
political will to address the problems. 
Johnson belongs to a wing of the 
Tory Party that has traditionally been 
preoccupied over the adverse results 
that market forces can bring to the 
country’s population. This goes back 
at least to the 1845 publication of 
Disraeli’s novel ‘Sybil’. However, 
beyond diagnosis and prescription 
it is evident that within the Tory 
Party there is distaste for such 
interventionist strategies, even with 
a strong local and regional element. 

The years since 1979 consolidated 
a market liberal ideology in the Tories 
that would previously have been the 
preserve of the Whigs whom Disraeli 
described so disparagingly in ‘Sybil’. 
Although both Theresa May and 
Johnson have recognised that this 
approach is no longer functional, the 
Tories have been very reluctant to let 
go of it and the furore over Brexit 
may have strengthened the hand of 
those who wish to limit the power 
of the state still further. The result 
is that the White Paper commits no 
resources worth mentioning to the 
levelling up project and so what 
‘centrist’ commentators like Will 
Hutton of the Guardian and Martin 
Wolf of the Financial Times have 
claimed is likely to come to pass – 
the Treasury has squashed and will 
continue to squash any substantial 
commitment of resources to levelling 
up, so nothing much will happen. In 
any case, Sunak, the Chancellor may 
calculate that levelling up is not a 
functional strategy for the Tories, let 
alone for his chances of becoming a 
leader.

Under the balancing budget view 
of levelling up this would involve a 
substantial transfer of resources from 
taxpayers to net beneficiaries. The 
transfer would be felt in declining 

pay packets. This would be the model 
Germany has used since the 1990s 
for bringing the former GDR up to 
roughly the same level of prosperity 
as the former Bundesrepublik. An 
estimate of the financial cost of 
levelling up for Germany since 1990 
is 2 trillion euro (nearly 1 trillion 700 
billion pounds).2 By contrast, the 
UK’s total levelling up fund is £4.8 
billion. In the case of Germany this 
was largely paid for through taxation 
of the west German population. They 
took a hit to help out their fellow 
citizens in the East.

Labour Affairs  is not proposing to 
level up the rest of England through 
taxing the South East but through 
freeing up resources through making 
money available for projects to 
revive the many areas of the UK that 
suffer from low or poor employment, 
poor housing stock, underfunded 
education, poor transport links 
and poor amenities. The Treasury 
would ask the Bank of England to 
mark up the relevant accounts of 
regional banks, local authorities, 
college funding agencies and so on. 
Overall this would have the effect 
of creating further resources such as 
better colleges of further education 
and better transport links, but in 
the earlier stages there would be a 
competition for resources such as 
industrially experienced lecturers 
and railway engineers. The South 
East would see a relative decline in 
resources available. It is not difficult 
to see why Tory MPs in that area 
would not be keen.

So far, all that Labour seems to 
have done is to complain that the 
Tories have let the North and other 
areas of the UK down. Lisa Nandy, 
the shadow minister responsible, has 
indulged in a whinge in the Commons 
about Tory iniquity but Labour have 
avoided revealing any of the plans that 
they may have, if they have any, for 
2  https://www.centreforcities.org/blog/
what-can-german-reunification-teach-the-uk-
about-levelling-up/
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reviving struggling parts of the UK. This is hardly surprising since Labour is now 
committed to the same housekeeping style of financial management for the country 
as are the Tories. There is ample opportunity to capitalise on the consensus around 
‘levelling up’ and to put forward proposals with credible resources behind them. We 
think that this will not happen and Labour will lose a strong chance to re-establish itself 
in some of its old strongholds, including Scotland. The current Labour Party would 
like to be the Establishment’s ‘B team’ coming into government when the current one 
has exhausted itself, but with nothing of its own to offer.

The view of Labour Affairs is that Labour could plan for a transformation of the left-
behind parts of the country by putting together detailed and costed plans with a time 
frame, pointing out that such a strategy would create resources and income for large 
parts of the country. Those that might not profit so much from such a strategy initially 
are also areas unlikely to return Labour MPs. That does not mean that Labour should 
not fight those seats vigorously, just that it cannot pretend to be all things to all men 
all of the time.

The Labour Party has a chance to do something worthwhile for the people whose 
interests it was created to further. All the signs are that it will blow that chance.

The Two Party System
Eamon Dyas

Since the Grey report the media 
has been concentrating on Johnson’s 
crumbling support among MPs. 
We’ve also seen the Unionists 
flexing their muscles (Poots’ removal 
of checks on U.K. goods in defiance 
of the Protocol and Paul Given’s 
resignation) by the Unionists - 
something I don’t see as purely 
coincidental. And of course there is 
Starmer. 

But it looks like Johnson is not 
going to give up so easily as he’s 
brought back Sir Lyndon Crosby to 
advise on his fight-back. This resolve 
may be motivated by a belief that this 
is his Churchillian moment but will 
resolve be enough in this instance? 
Despite a belief in his ability to 
withstand earlier challenges I’m 
now inclined to believe that it’s now 
only a matter of time for Johnson - 
or at least for what Johnson came to 
represent.

Nothing much has changed within 
the traditional Tory party that has 
brought this situation about. They 
always knew their man and they 
always knew his faults and foibles 
but they also always knew that he 
represented their best option to 
counter Corbyn’s appeal. He was 
the closest thing they had to a man 
who was popularly viewed as an 

unconventional Tory not encased by 
traditional Tory instincts. Someone 
in the media (it may have been a 
Guardian or a Spectator columnist) 
acknowledged this the other day 
when they said that he was never “a 
proper Tory”. 

Although the columnist concerned 
could see that, he couldn’t see how 
it was precisely because Johnson 
was not “a proper Tory” that he was 
their man of the moment. Although 
his election meant that there was a 
possibility that he might eventually 
move the Tory party back to a pre-
Thatcher position that would only 
have been possible if there was a 
sufficient base within the party for 
such a change. No such base existed 
but what did exist after the last general 
election was the new constituency of 
Red Wall voters. It was this rather 
than a foothold within the inherited 
Tory party that provided Johnson 
with his leverage. However, that 
leverage had always remained pure 
gall to the post-Thatcher party which 
it was only prepared to swallow as 
long as it could guarantee to keep any 
Corbyn threat at bay. As long as there 
remained even the slightest threat of 
a Corbyn resurgence Johnson was 
safe.

During this time, the Tories 

continued to rely on Johnson’s appeal 
to hold up their end of the two-party 
see-saw. But because of Corbyn 
the fulcrum on which that see-saw 
now rested had to be recalibrated in 
way that involved a move from the 
conventional policy consensus to 
one on which the adherents of the 
old consensus were not prepared to 
sit and unless Corbyn and Johnson 
succeeded in pushing them off they 
would be expected to do all they 
could to restore the old balance. As 
we know neither man succeeded in 
doing that. 

The arrival of Corbyn and Johnson 
didn’t mean that the adherents of 
the previous conventional policy 
consensus suddenly disappeared 
from either the Labour Party or the 
Tory Party. While those adherents on 
the Tory side had been placed in the 
position of only being able to respond 
to the advent of Corbyn, those on 
the Labour side were in the position 
of being able to directly work at a 
restoration of the old consensus. 
That work was led by the component 
of the Labour Party that most closely 
identified with the conventional 
policy consensus of the old see-saw 
- the PLP. 

As a result of this work, an 
unprecedented alliance between the 
media, the career orientated PLP, 
EU Remainers (which it must be 
said, include most of the left) and ex-
Blairites emerged and it did its job 
in keeping the shackles on Corbyn’s 
capacity to appeal to the electorate. 
But it was an uneasy alliance and the 
longer Corbyn retained an effective 
power base within the Labour Party 
the more chance there was that the 
alliance would break down. As long 
as that possibility remained the 
adherents of the conventional policy 
consensus within the Tory Party were 
compelled to continue to swallow the 
gall that was Johnson.

Then, along came Starmer and 
from that point onwards the clock 
was ticking for Johnson. He was no 
longer serving the purpose he was set 

Continued On Page 6
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up to serve as that purpose was no longer in a position to influence the levers 
of power within the Labour Party. Yet, despite this, there remained two things 
which continued to provide some protection for Johnson - the Red Wall voters 
and the continued support for Corbyn among grass root Labour members 
which continued to provide the threat of a Corbynite revival within Labour.

This meant that even after Corbyn was removed as Labour leader the Tories 
continued to be placed in the position of responding to events within Labour. 
This would continue until Starmer had advanced his agenda to the point that 
Labour was re-positioned in a way that re-established the two-party see-saw 
along the pre-Corbyn conventional policy arrangements. 

My feeling is that this point has now been reached. Even if Johnson survives 
the latest challenge it will be on terms that are no longer dictated by a Corbyn 
legacy as interpreted within the Tory Party but on terms that comply with the 
advocates of the conventional policy consensus within the party. 

THE PERSECUTION OF JULIAN ASSANGE  
(Part 1)

A review of Nils Melzer: The Trial of Julian Assange, Verso Books, 2022
A CASE FOR A RAPPORTEUR ON TORTURE

By Peter Brooke
The persecution and torture 

of Julian Assange can only be 
understood in its details as caused 
by the coming together of two 
distinct political projects. On the 
one hand there was the desire of the 
Swedish Social Democratic Party - 
and in particular a Christian subset 
within it, the broderskapsrorelsen, 
“the Brotherhood movement” 
- to establish that the offence 
of which Assange was accused 
was very serious and required 
to be punished. On the other 
hand there was the desire of the 
US government and its allies to 
incapacitate a man who had found 
a means by which the conduct 
of war could become a matter 
of accurately informed public 
debate. Although the two projects 
can be separated out conceptually 
they nonetheless together formed 
a marvellous symbiosis and it is 
difficult to separate them out in 
practice. 

Nils Melzer’s book is 
concentrated almost wholly on the 
US project despite the fact that, as 
I hope to show later, he himself fell 

victim for a while to the Swedish 
project. Melzer is the United 
Nations Special Rapporteur on 
Torture. That means his job is 
to investigate accusations of 
torture coming from all over the 
world. It is an unpaid job - he 
earns his living as an academic. 
He has an office in Geneva and 
two assistants. It is obvious that 
with such limited means - hardly 
likely to strike fear in the hearts of 
wrongdoers - he has to choose his 
priorities carefully. He was first 
contacted by Assange’s lawyers in 
December 2018. He admits (p.10) 
that his first reaction was negative: 
‘Julian Assange? Was this not the 
founder of Wikileaks, the shady 
hacker with the white hair and 
leather jacket who was hiding 
out in an embassy somewhere 
because of rape allegations ... 
No, I certainly would not be 
manipulated by this guy.’ Even 
when his fellow rapporteurs on 
the situation of human rights 
defenders and on the UN Working 
Group on Arbitrary detention 
put out a press statement calling 

on the UK to let Assange leave 
the Ecuadorian embassy freely, 
he refused to be associated with 
them.

It was in March 2019, and 
specifically because of a report 
on Assange’s state of health by 
Dr Sondra [sic - PB] Crosby, 
that he began to change his mind 
(p.33): ‘Crosby was not just 
anyone. A medical doctor and 
professor of medicine at Boston 
University, she was specialised 
in the examination of refugees 
and victims of torture and had 
been one of the first physicians to 
independently examine detainees 
in Guantanamo. She had an 
excellent reputation and her voice 
carried weight. Most important to 
me she was not associated with 
the Assange activist camp and 
was therefore unlikely to take a 
one-sided position.’

The conditions under which 
Assange was living in the 
Ecuadorian Embassy had begun 
to deteriorate radically with a 
change of government that took 
place in Ecuador which took 
place in March 2017. The left-
wing President, Rafael Correa, 
who had given Assange refuge 
in 2012, was replaced by his 
Vice-President, Lenin Moreno. 
As Implied in Moreno’s first 
name, this ought to have been 
a continuity government, but 
of course, as members of the 
British Labour Party have been 
discovering lately, first names are 
not to be trusted.

Melzer’s account of what 
followed is a little odd. He says 
that Moreno was willing to 
offer Assange’s rendition to the 
US in exchange for financial 
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concessions, including debt relief, 
as early as May 2017. But in fact 
Moreno’s first initiatives seem to 
have been favourable to Assange. 
In December 2017 he granted 
Assange Ecuadorian citizenship 
which meant that he could them 
appoint him as Ecuadorian 
Ambassador to Moscow. On the 
face of it rather a brilliant solution 
to the problem. Had Britain been 
a country that had any respect for 
international law that would have 
given him diplomatic immunity 
and enabled him to leave the 
embassy. But Britain had been 
maintaining a police siege of the 
embassy (at a total cost to the 
London ratepayer of some £16 
million) since 2012 to prevent 
Assange from leaving, and 
Britain is a country that has little 
or no respect for international 
law, at least when it comes to 
being inconvenienced by an 
insignificant little country such as 
Ecuador.

Following this, Moreno set 
about getting Assange out of the 
embassy by other means, basically 
by making the conditions of his 
life as uncomfortable as possible. 
Of course they were hardly 
comfortable prior to that. For five 
years he had been unable to leave 
the building. He had a small room 
and a bathroom to himself. But 
he had, for the most part, good 
relations with the embassy staff 
and, most importantly, he had 
access to the internet, enabling 
him to continue his work for 
Wikileaks.

In March 2018, however, 
Assange’s internet and telephone 
access were blocked and his right 
to receive visitors, other than from 
lawyers and doctors, severely 
restricted. Meetings could only 
take place in a conference room 
monitored through surveillance 
cameras and hidden microphones. 
Embassy staff deemed to be 
sympathetic to him were replaced. 
The consul-general himself, Fidel 
Narvaez, was removed in the 

Summer, about the same time that 
Moreno in Ecuador received a 
visit from the US Vice-President, 
Mike Pence. Internet access was 
restored in October 2018 but in 
the context of a Special Protocol 
of visits, communications and 
medical attention for Mr Julian 
Paul Assange. ‘According to 
Narvaez,’ Melzer tells us (p.201), 
‘the purpose of the protocol is to 
“lay out banana peels all over the 
floor,” making sure that Assange 
will repeatedly slip and thus 
supply excuses for his expulsion 
by the Ecuadorian government.’ 

The process of rendering 
life intolerable in the embassy 
was cheered on by the British 
government, and specifically 
by Sir Alan Duncan, Minister 
for Europe and the Americas. 
In March 2018, as the process 
began, Melzer (p.207) quotes 
Duncan telling the House of 
Commons: ‘It’s about time that 
this miserable little worm walked 
out of the embassy and gave 
himself up to British justice’ and 
in January 2019 he recorded in his 
diary (Melzer, p.199): ‘Meet the 
new Ecuador Ambassador, Jaime 
Marchan-Romero. His principal 
mission is to get Assange out 
of the embassy - it has been six 
years - and although he had been 
aiming for tomorrow, as I’d just 
learnt, it’s going to be longer. 
A tad frustrating, but we’ll get 
there.’ Duncan, incidentally, was 
one of the politicians targeted 
by the Israeli Embassy for their 
supposed Palestinian sympathies, 
as revealed in January 2017 in 
the Al Jazeera series, The Lobby. 
In 2014, he had declared that 
anyone who refused to recognise 
that West Bank settlements were 
illegal should be judged unfit for 
office and had made reference to 
a ‘very powerful financial lobby’ 
which dominates US politics. The 
Board of Deputies of British Jews 
had complained, but this of course 
was before they had the weapon 
of the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance definition 
of antisemitism.

Assange was still in the 
embassy in March 2019, when 
Melzer began to feel there was 
a case that needed his attention. 
He wrote an op-ed on the subject, 
submitting it to ‘The Guardian, 
The Times, the Financial Times, 
the Sydney Morning Herald, the 
Australian, the Canberra Times, 
the Telegraph, the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, 
Thomson Reuters Foundation, 
and Newsweek. None responded 
positively.’1 He secured permission 
to visit Assange on 25th April. He 
also wanted to discuss with the 
British authorities the possibility 
that Assange would be arrested 
and extradited to the United States. 
The British ambassador to the UN 
in Geneva refused his request on 
10th April, saying (p.39): ‘You 
will appreciate that it would 
not be appropriate for officials 
to speculate on hypothetical 
scenarios.’ The hypothetical 
scenario began to play out the 
very next day, 11th April. Assange 
was - in a day, by presidential 
order - stripped of his Ecuadorian 
citizenship, dragged out of the 
embassy without any prior notice, 
pushed into a police car, brought 
before Westminster Magistrates 
Court and sent to Belmarsh prison 
after a fifteen-minute hearing 
to await sentencing. The judge, 
Michael Snow, informed him 
that he was ‘a narcissist who 
cannot get beyond his own selfish 
interests.’ (p.47)

THE SWEDISH 
‘PRELIMINARY 

INVESTIGATION’
Assange was sent to Belmarsh 

- Britain’s highest security gaol 
- on the basis of his indictment 
for skipping bail when he had 
1  He issued it after Assange’s expulsion 
from the embassy ‘on the occasion of the 
International Day in Support of Torture 
Victims, 26 June 2019.’ Nils Melzer: 
Demasking the torture of Julian Assange, 
https://medium.com/@njmelzer/demasking-
the-torture-of-julian-assange-b252ffdcb768
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sought asylum in 2012. That was 
to avoid extradition to Sweden, 
hence the oft-repeated smear that 
he was ‘hiding’ in the Ecuadorian 
embassy in order to avoid 
extradition to Sweden in order to 
avoid the Swedish investigation 
of an accusation of sexual 
assault. But when the accusation 
was made, Assange had waited 
four weeks in Sweden to be 
interviewed by the Director of 
Public Prosecutions, Marianne Ny, 
for the ‘preliminary investigation’ 
which had to be conducted before 
any charges could be brought. 
The most important accusation, 
that of rape, had been quickly 
dropped by the Stockholm 
prosecutor, Eva Finné, for lack 
of evidence, though not before 
it had been splashed all over the 
Swedish, and hence world press. 
It was taken up again by Finné’s 
superior, Ny, on 1st September 
after an application by the lawyer 
Claes Borgström. According to 
Gary Lord’s history of Wikileaks, 
quoting the Australian Swedish-
speaking journalist Guy Rundle: 
‘Claes Borgström was “not only 
the Social Democratic Party’s 
gender equality spokesperson, 
but a major driver of Sweden’s 
Sexual Offences Act 2005”. And 
the new prosecutor, Marianne 
Ny, was a sex crime expert who 
“had headed a crime development 
unit whose brief was to explore 
ways in which sex crime law 
might be changed or extended”.’2 
Borgström, Ny and Anna Ardin, 
one of the two women at the centre 
of the case, were all members of 
the broderskapsrorelsen. 3

2   Gary Lord: Wikileaks: a true history, 
Chapter six: mid 2010, https://jaraparilla.
xyz/ch6.html
3  A footnote in Prof Marcello Ferrada 
de Noli: Sweden vs Assange, human rights 
issues, Sweden, Libertarian Books, 2014, 
p.244, informs us that ‘Mr Claes Bogström 
advocates for the institution in Sweden 
of a ”man tax”. Meaning that the totality 
of the male population of Sweden should 
pay a special, separate tax to the state, in 
compensation for the ”patriarchal” situation 
that would have existed in Sweden back in 
hundreds years, and thus affected women as 
a gender. He has quite recently abandoned 

A fortnight later, on 15th 
September, without yet having 
interviewed him, Ny told 
Assange’s Swedish lawyer that 
he was free to leave Sweden. 
He left on 27th September. On 
that very day, according to the 
account by the Swedish political 
commentator Marcello Ferrada de 
Noli, unbeknownst to Assange, 
Ny issued a detention warrant for 
his arrest. It was issued at 14.15. 
Assange arrived at the airport at 
noon but took a later flight than 
expected, which left at 17.15. 
Since on his arrival in Berlin his 
laptops and checked-in suitcase 
were missing, the security services 
were well aware of who he was 
and could have arrested him if 
they had been properly notified 
of the warrant, as normally they 
would have been.

De Noli argues that had he 
been detained at the airport ‘The 
prosecutor would have had to 
interrogate Assange within a 
few hours. Assange would have 
requested the presence of a 
lawyer or that the interview was 
videotaped. Afterwards he would 
have been released because in 
terms of the evidence available to 
the prosecutor there would have 
been nothing new that had not 
already come up in the preliminary 
investigation conducted by 
prosecutor Eva Finné (who had 
previously dismissed the case on 
this evidence). He would have 
never been held incommunicado, 
as he will certainly be if he comes 
to Sweden under the extradition 
terms that resulted from the 
EAW.’4 In other words, the whole 
point was to let Assange leave 
Sweden in order then to be able 
to produce a European Arrest 
Warrant and indeed an Interpol 
the Social Democratic Party to enter the 
“Vänster” Party (formerly the Communist 
Party of Sweden), an organization that in 
spite its name has voted favourably in the 
Swedish Parliament for C Bildt’s proposi-
tions to intervene militarily on behalf of 
NATO in the recent Libyan war.’ [I have 
made some minor grammatical corrections 
- PB]
4  op.cit., p.30.

‘red notice’, normally only issued 
for dangerous criminals and 
‘terrorists’. To take up Melzer’s 
account (p.161): ‘The plan 
clearly does not appear to be to 
arrest Assange but to create and 
perpetuate the public narrative 
of a fugitive sex offender, all the 
while denying him an opportunity 
to defend himself. Although 
Prosecutor Ny was obliged by law 
to issue an arrest warrant against 
Assange as soon as she had 
reopened the rape investigation 
on 1st September, she only 
does so once he appears in the 
passenger monitoring system a 
few hours before his departure. 
She then allows him to leave the 
country and thereby gets him to 
inadvertently confirm the alleged 
flight risk by his own action.’

Assange offered through his 
solicitor to come to Sweden any 
time during the week beginning 
10th October but Ny, who had 
kept him waiting for four weeks 
between her taking the case up 
and calling him for interview, 
declared that that was too late. 
Assange presenting himself 
voluntarily for interview didn’t fit 
the desired scenario. 

By the time the European 
Arrest Warrant was issued, on 
18th November 2010, Assange 
was insisting on a guarantee 
that his removal to Sweden on 
the sexual assault charge, where 
he could now be immediately 
imprisoned as a flight risk, would 
not be followed by his removal 
to the United States, where the 
consequences could be a great 
deal more serious. A ‘Grand Jury’ 
had been convened in Alexandria, 
Virginia, to investigate Wikileaks. 
Grand Juries meet in secret and 
have the power to issue sealed 
indictments but, more openly, 
Assange was the object of what a 
statement issued by Wikileaks in 
January 2011 called: 

‘unprecedented violent 
rhetoric by US prominent 
media personalities, including 
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Sarah Palin, who urged the US 
administration to “Hunt down the 
WikiLeaks chief like the Taliban”. 
Prominent US politician Mike 
Huckabee called for the execution 
of WikiLeaks spokesman Julian 
Assange on his Fox News program 
last November, and Fox News 
commentator Bob Beckel, referring 
to Assange, publicly called for 
people to “illegally shoot the son 
of a bitch.” US radio personality 
Rush Limbaugh has called for 
pressure to “Give [Fox News 
President Roger] Ailes the order 
and [then] there is no Assange, 
I’ll guarantee you, and there will 
be no fingerprints on it.”, while 
the Washington Times columnist 
Jeffery T. Kuhner titled his column 
“Assassinate Assange” captioned 
with a picture Julian Assange 
overlayed with a gun site, blood 
spatters, and “WANTED DEAD or 
ALIVE” with the alive crossed out. 
John Hawkins of Townhall.com 
has stated “If Julian Assange is 
shot in the head tomorrow or if his 
car is blown up when he turns the 
key, what message do you think 
that would send about releasing 
sensitive American data?” 
Christian Whiton in a Fox News 
opinion piece called for violence 
against WikiLeaks publishers and 
editors, saying the US should 
“designate WikiLeaks and its 
officers as enemy combatants, 
paving the way for non-judicial 
actions against them.”’

Melzer (p.81) explains why it 
was thought that Sweden was more 
likely to extradite Assange than the 
UK. The extradition arrangements 
both Sweden and the UK had with 
the US included a provision, which 
could obviously be used by a defence 
lawyer, excluding political reasons 
for the extradition. However Sweden, 
unlike the UK, had a ‘mechanism of 
“temporary surrender”, a loophole 
in the US-Swedish extradition treaty 
permitting the United States to 
“borrow” a suspect from Sweden for 
the purposes of criminal prosecution 
without full extradition proceedings. 
While such surrender must remain 
“temporary”, its duration is to be 
agreed by the two governments on a 

case-by-case basis - enough room for 
a tailor-made arrangement ensuring 
Assange’s permanent disappearance 
into the black hole of a US Supermax 
prison.’ That Wikileaks supporters 
were fully aware of this possibility 
is shown in a series of tweets issued 
by Assange’s mother, Christine, 
explaining the dangers faced by her 
son. They included these:  

‘11. The Swedish/US Bilateral 
Treaty gets around safeguards of 
normal extradition with a fast-track 
“Temporary Surrender” clause.

‘12. The US Grand Jury convenes 
in secret. There are 4 prosecutors, 
no defence, and no judge. It can 
issue indictments for Extradition with 
no proper legal process.

‘13. Sweden has not refused an 
Extradition request from the USA for 
over 20 years.

‘14. In 2001 Sweden gave two 
innocent Egyptian refugees to the 
CIA for rendition to Egypt, where they 
were tortured.

‘15. The Swedish Justice Minister 
who signed off on the CIA rendition 
torture flight was Thomas Bodström.

‘16. Thomas Bodström is now the 
business partner of Claes Borgström, 
the politician/lawyer of the two 
Swedish women in the Assange 
case.’5

The US, however, carefully 
refrained from issuing any indictment 
or request for extradition so it was 
easy to accuse Assange of paranoia or 
reluctance to face up to the Swedish 
sex allegations. Assange’s Swedish 
lawyer, Björn Hartig, tried to have 
the ‘preliminary investigation’ 
conducted in London, but Ny 
insisted: ‘The interview planned 
with Assange must take place in 
Sweden for investigative reasons. 
These include, among other things, 
that the interview with Assange must 
be conducted in the same manner as 
the interviews with other persons 
in this investigation, and that these 
interviews are likely to lead to other 
investigative measures.’ Melzer 
comments (p.169): ‘This is a rather 
brazen justification, given that the 
initial interviews with most witnesses 
and one of the alleged victims had 
been conducted by phone, whereas 
Assange had personally come to 
5  Gary Lord: Wikileaks, Chapter 
thirteen, https://jaraparilla.xyz/ch13.html

the police for questioning on 30th 
August 2010.’

ENTER KEIR STARMER 
(PERHAPS)

By now (2011), Assange was 
living in relatively comfortable 
house arrest in Ellingham Hall, a 
stately home owned by military 
man, organic farmer, video journalist 
(specialising in war coverage), ‘right 
wing libertarian’, Vaughan Smith. 
He was to be living there for 550 
days, wearing an electronic tag and 
reporting daily to the police. The 
delay in implementing the Swedish 
extradition request came down 
to a technicality. The European 
Arrest Warrant had been issued by 
Marianne Ny, a prosecutor. Assange’s 
lawyers argued that the 2003 British 
Extradition Act, implementing the 
EU legislation concerning the Arrest 
Warrant, required that the warrant 
be issued by a ‘judicial authority’ 
and that in the House of Commons 
debates on the act it was emphasised 
that this meant a court or a judge, not 
the police or a public prosecutor. It 
was when the case finally reached 
the Supreme Court which ruled (for 
reasons Melzer finds bizarre) in 
favour of a broad definition of the 
term, that Assange knew the game 
was up, skipped bail and, on 19th 
June 2012, entered the Ecuadorian 
Embassy, asking for asylum 
(President Correa had previously 
indicated that such a request would 
be looked on favourably).

But before that happened an 
interesting correspondence was 
struck up between the British Crown 
Prosecution Service and Marianne 
Ny.

In January 2011, while Assange 
was still in house arrest in Ellingham 
Hall, Marianne Ny seems to have 
shown signs of weakening: ‘it 
almost seemed as if Prosecutor Ny 
had changed her mind and was now 
seriously entertaining the idea of 
interviewing Assange in London.’ 
But she was advised against it by the 
Crown Prosecution Service. The CPS 
was charged with representing the 
interests of the Swedish prosecution 
service and on 25th January 2011 the 
officer responsible, Paul Close, wrote: 
‘My earlier advice remains, that in 
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my view it would not be prudent 
for the Swedish authorities to try to 
interview the defendant in the UK.’ 
Close gives reasons which I thought 
rather obscure, why such a course 
would give possible arguments to 
Assange’s defence, but in the course 
of explaining them Melzer refers to 
‘the Swedish practice of detaining 
rape suspects without bail’, which 
would seem to be highly relevant 
(Melzer pp.174-5).

In his book Rather his own man, 
Geoffrey Robertson QC, who 
acted for Assange in the period 
immediately following the European 
Arrest Warrant, complains that his 
lawyers had failed to use what he 
regarded as the strongest case for 
resisting extradition - that under 
Swedish law ‘his trial would be 
held in total secrecy, and even the 
judgment would omit the crucial 
factual details. There would be no 
jury, just a judge sitting with three 
“lay judges” who would vote on the 
verdict, people not selected at random 
or from a professional magistracy, 
but nominated by the main political 
parties, for which reason they were 
often retired politicians. All leaders of 
those parties had by now condemned 
Assange ...’6

It is, then, fairly obvious why there 
would be advantages in conducting 
the ‘preliminary investigation’ in 
Sweden.

Melzer goes on to say (p.80) that 
once the Supreme Court had made 
its final decision on 14th June, Ny 
requested his immediate surrender, 
‘thus effectively withdrawing the 
suspensive effect of a possible appeal 
by Assange to the European Court of 
Human Rights in Strasbourg.’ But the 
Supreme Court refused Ny’s request, 
giving Assange ‘ a final reprieve of 
fourteen days.’ He doesn’t explain 
why, then, Assange didn’t use this 
time to appeal to the European 
Court. Neither can I explain it but 
when, five days later on the 19th 
June, Assange sought asylum in the 
Ecuadorian embassy, he explained, 
in an interview with ABC News, 
that ‘we had the surprise news that 
the Crown Prosecution Service here 
suddenly objected to the fourteen 
6  Geoffrey Robertson: Rather his 
own man - in court with tyrants, tarts and 
troublemakers, Penguin Random House, 
2018, p.353.

days we were meant to have to file 
an EU appeal, and were asking for 
zero.’7

There was more to come. Ecuador 
made the formal decision to grant 
Assange asylum on the 16th August 
and soon afterwards in an interview 
Assange said he thought the most 
likely outcome was that Sweden 
would drop the case. Ny then got the 
famous email from the CPS which 
read ‘Don’t you dare get cold feet!’ 
Raising the question why should 
the CPS care if she got cold feet? 
Did they feel so strongly about 
the question whether or not Julian 
Assange was wearing a condom 
on two nights in August 2010 (that 
was the point at issue) that they 
were willing to continue paying - 
or requiring London to pay - ‘over 
£15,000 a day for round the clock 
police surveillance of the Ecuadorian 
embassy›? Boris Johnson, then 
Mayor of London, complained that 
it was ‹absolutely ridiculous; that 
money should be spent on frontline 
policing ... it›s completely wasted.› 
Baroness Jenny Jones, Deputy Chair 
of the Police and Crime Committee 
at the London Assembly, said: ‘It’s 
absolute madness ... either somebody 
else has to pay - that is, the Swedish 
authorities - or we just have to back 
off and stop guarding the embassy. It 
is ludicrous.’8

Even the Swedish authorities seem 
to have had doubts on the matter. In 
October 2013, Ny wrote to the CPS, 
saying:

‘There is a demand in Swedish 
law for coercive measures to be 
proportionate. The time passing, the 
costs and how severe the crime is 
to be taken into account, together 
with the intrusion or detriment to the 
suspect.’

In December, she elaborated on the 
‘costs’ in question:

‘It has been argued in Sweden 
that the English police regards the 
costs getting unreasonably high. I 
understand from your answer that the 
costs on your side is not an issue that 
we should take into consideration at 
this stage?’

She was assured in the reply: ‘Just 

7  Gary Lord: Wikileaks, chapter four-
teen, https://jaraparilla.xyz/ch14.html.
8  Quotes from the account in Russia 
Today, 6th August, 2014.

to confirm that I do not consider 
costs are a relevant factor in this 
matter ... I am not aware of any 
adverse comment or concern being 
expressed by any government 
departments.’ (Account in Melzer, 
pp.186-7)

Keir Starmer was Head of the 
Crown Prosecution Service and 
Director of Public Prosecutions 
from July 2008 to November 2013 
so in the period covered by these 
emails, except the ones exchanged 
in December, which were apparently 
just confirming advice already given. 
Whether or not the crimes for which 
Jimmy Savile was accused were 
sufficiently important to attract his 
attention, it seems very improbable 
that he wouldn’t have had a say in 
the Assange case with its obviously 
important international and political 
ramifications. The lawyer who 
actually signed the emails, Paul 
Close, retired in 2014 and his emails 
were deleted ‘in accordance with 
standard procedure.’9 They were 
recovered by the Italian Journalist 
Stefania Maurizi, after a long and 
determined pursuit of Freedom 
of Information requests, from the 
Swedish side of the correspondence.

Part 2  will continue with an 
account of the state JA was in when 
he entered the Embassy - which 
would include a brief account of the 
enormity of his achievement - and 
the state he was in when he left it, 
renewing with Melzer›s account 
of his own involvement when he 
found himself under attack from 
Anna Ardin (she called for him to 
be dismissed from his post in the UN 
and had the support of a letter with 
300 signatures) which would lead 
into an attempt to understand what 
Ardin, Ny and Bogström thought 
they were doing, independent of 
what the US was doing, and ending 
with an account of the US extradition 
process and the manipulations of 
Judge Baraitser.

9  Ewen MacAskill and Owen Boycott: 
‘UK prosecutors admit destroying key 
emails in Julian Assange case’, The 
Guardian, 10th November, 2017
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LABOUR AND HOUSING – Part 7.  

The destruction of local authorities as 
housing providers

By Eamon Dyas
Determining the economic 

discourse.
The previous article in this series 

showed how  building societies and 
banks were incapable of supplying 
mortgages on the scale required 
by the Tory Government’s 1979 
Right to Buy scheme. It explained 
how local councils performed the 
main role of mortgage providers 
in the early years of the scheme 
while further exploring the 
way in which the banks were 
subsequently encouraged to fill 
that role through the removal of 
the regulatory constraints which 
had previously contributed to their 
inability to get seriously involved 
in the mortgage market (the 
removal of the Supplementary 
Special Deposit Scheme in mid-
1980 and the Reserve Asset Ratio 
requirements in August 1981). 

A significant feature of the role 
of local authorities in facilitating 
the “Right To Buy” scheme was 
that, because they were both 
property seller and mortgage 
provider, in the majority of cases 
no actual money was required to 
change hands in the sale of these 
properties. But this was to prove 
a temporary arrangement until 
the Government felt comfortable 
in releasing the restrictions 
mentioned above to enable the 
banks to act as a significant 
supplier of council property 
mortgages. 

The way in which the private 
housing market was stimulated 
by the massive discounts of the 
“Right to Buy” scheme and the 
simultaneous encouragement 
of the banking sector to act as a 
significant mortgage provider 
meant that by 2015 the equity 

for which such discounts was 
responsible was in the region of 
£150-£200 billion. This was the 
sum accrued through the difference 
between the original discounted 
“Right to Buy” purchase price 
under the 1980 Housing Act (and 
its subsequent more generous 
modifications) and the market 
value of the properties at the point 
of their resale. Between 1980 and 
2015, nearly three million council 
and social rented dwellings 
were sold in the UK under the 
discounted “Right to Buy” 
schemes. By 2015 a significant 
proportion of these properties had 
been sold on, in many cases more 
than once. The sheer scale of this 
movement of property meant that 
aside from the huge injection of 
equity into the property market 
that this represented there were 
other knock-on effects. On the 
more mundane level it resulted 
in a surge in demand for DIY 
products among those wishing 
to personalise or improve their 
recently-acquired property 
prior to resale. As a result, we 
see the conversion of large 
outlets like B&Q and Wickes 
from exclusively building trade 
suppliers to retail suppliers of the 
home improvement market (with 
a corresponding decline in the 
number of small local hardware 
stores). 

However, the most significant 
impact was in the insurance and 
credit sectors of the economy as 
the change in status from tenant 
to property owner brought with 
it the need to address the issue of 
insurance for the millions of new 
home owners involved. By the 
same token, those same millions 
of new home owners now had 

access to credit on a scale not 
previously known through the 
use of their property as collateral. 
Some of the ancillary measures 
introduced in the 1980s that fed 
into this situation included the 
relaxation on credit controls with 
stores being permitted to offer 
bigger levels of credit through a 
relaxation of the hire purchase 
regulations and the boom in the 
use of credit cards. The effect of 
all of this was to triple the levels 
of consumer borrowing in the 
1980s.

So it was that the outcome of the 
1980s Housing Act, together with 
the general relaxation of financial 
regulatory controls, directly and 
indirectly created a widening 
reliance of the economy on the 
residential property market. 
This reliance, together with the 
associated 1983 de-regulation of 
the financial markets prefaced the 
growth of the large international 
investment corporations and 
served to accelerate the decline 
in British manufacturing as 
these large corporate investors 
increasingly chose to shun the low 
returns in that sector in preference 
to the higher and faster returns 
that were now on offer in property 
speculation. 

Determining the political 
discourse.

But a guarantee of short-term 
higher returns could not by itself 
have brought about the permanent 
shift in investor behaviour that 
this came to represent. What 
guaranteed such a shift becoming 
permanent was the knowledge 
that the arrival of millions of 
additional home-owners among 
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the electorate in the wake of the “Right 
to Buy” scheme meant that future 
governments would be compelled 
through democratic pressure to do 
all they could to sustain the value 
of residential property for fear of 
alienating this newly-empowered 
component of the electorate. As 
things turned out, the political price 
of the property-owning democracy 
was the removal of housing provision 
from any rational debate. From that 
point onwards, despite all public 
pronouncements to the contrary, the 
primary object of housing provision 
gave way to the maintenance of 
property values among the already 
housed. It was this that became the 
cornerstone of what passed for the 
housing policies of both political 
parties as the 1980s moved into the 
1990s.

But what the “Right to Buy” 
scheme went on to create was not 
only the removal of housing provision 
from rational debate but the similar 
removal from rational debate of the 
political thinking that had framed 
the post-war British Labour Party. 
The 1983 General Election was the 
last one which the Labour Party 
contested on a policy of restoring the 
capacity of local authorities to act as 
significant suppliers of housing and 
it entered the 1987 General Election 
having, in effect, surrendered the 
housing issue to the Heseltine/
Thatcher position. Recognising the 
significance of this, the architect of 
the “Right to Buy” scheme, Michael 
Heseltine, commented in 1987:

“It is hard to believe that Socialism 
in Britain will ever again be as 
assertive as it was between 1945 
and 1979 – not, at least, if it hopes 
to earn a hearing from the electors.” 
(Where There’s a Will”, Bloomsbury, 
London, 1987).

This turned out to be prophetic. 
Labour had lost the 1979 general 
election on the back of its failure 
to convince the trade unions and its 
own left wing of the opportunities 
offered by the 1978 Bullock Report. 
After initially veering to the left 
on the wave of that opposition the 
party then re-calibrated to the right 
under Neil Kinnock as it embarked 
on a reforming mission that (after 
a temporary hiatus under John 
Smith) was to significantly weaken 

its capacity to formulate policies 
based on its traditional affinity with 
the working class. But it was under 
Blair that the old lodestone that had 
previously guided the party was 
finally replaced by a managerial 
and public relations perspective 
that sought to find a place for itself 
within the political reality of which 
the basis had been laid by the 
1979 Conservative government. 
It was Blair’s succumbing to that 
perspective that served to permeate 
British politics with the belief that 
there was only one political reality 
– a reality which saw the party’s 
role as one in which it vied with the 
Conservatives on the issue of who 
could manage the economy better 
and not who it could be managed for. 

It was under Blair’s leadership of 
the Labour Party that the political 
world constructed by the Tories 
finally swept the board of what came 
to be seen as rational politics. He had 
been elected a Member of Parliament 
in 1983, so Blair’s perspective was not 
“clouded” by a political reality that 
pre-dated the 1979 Tory Government 
and when he was elected leader of the 
party in 1994 the only reality which 
he perceived was the one which the 
Tories had set out to create in 1979. 
His only alternative was to find a 
place within that reality for a new 
Labour Party which could manage it 
in a different way. Not for him any 
attempt to shake the basis on which 
that reality had been constructed 
and as a result he was quite content 
to operate within the market driven 
world of the reality he found when 
elected Prime Minister in 1997. 

It was this movement of the Labour 
Party onto the ground established 
by the 1979 Tory Government that 
effectively exiled the consideration of 
any policies that might be formulated 
on the basis of a Labour perspective 
which pre-dated it. 

Everything Blair did went on to 
reinforce the original post-1979 
political reality created by Thatcher, 
Heseltine and co., and to expunge 
the relevance of traditional Labour 
values from that reality. For Blair 
as it had been for Thatcher, “there 
was no alternative” to making the 
market work. His hostility to Clause 
IV reflected his attitude towards 
nationalisation and the reforms he 

introduced as Prime Minister in the 
education and health sectors showed 
his instinctive trust in market-
based solutions rather than any 
alternative solutions involving state 
participation. 

The characteristics that had formed 
the basis of the party’s traditional 
affinity with the working class and 
had found expression in its post-
war policies were now cast aside 
as being no longer relevant to the 
post-Thatcher world. In that sense 
the arrival of Blair’s New Labour 
represented the ultimate fulfilment of 
Heseltine’s 1987 prophecy.

Or at least it was until Jeremy 
Corbyn was elected leader of the party 
in 2015. His election represented 
a desire on the part of a significant 
component of the membership 
to break free from the post-1979 
consensus and re-assert the party’s 
more traditional attitude towards 
the role of the state in establishing 
a more equitable Fassociety. For the 
first time since then, subjects like 
the re-nationalisation of the railways 
and the utility companies, workers’ 
rights and the idea of the rolling 
back of the market, became topics 
for serious discussion. Until Corbyn 
the fact that these issues could not 
be seriously discussed, despite the 
failure of the market and much of the 
privatisations, was testimony to the 
extent to which the Tory legacy of 
1979 had come to dominate British 
politics. Corbyn’s election as leader 
of the party came as a shock to the 
established consensus and when he 
and his policies did so well in the 
2017 general election that shock 
assumed seismic proportions.

Consequently, the Tories reacted 
to Corbyn’s 2017 success with 
an unprecedented and concerted 
malignment of the man. This was 
to be expected and it was also to be 
expected that they would be joined 
by those in the Labour Party and 
the liberal media who continued to 
believe in the post-1979 consensus. 
However, rather than advance their 
criticism of Corbyn along lines that 
challenged the policies that now 
represented a departure from the 
1979 consensus they adopted instead 
the scurrilous device of stoking and 
manipulating the fears of the domestic 
supporters of a foreign entity through 
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the ludicrous claim that Corbyn and 
most of his supporters were anti-
Semites. 

That they succeeded is now 
apparent and the fact that the 
purpose behind Corbyn’s destruction 
was based on something other 
than the malicious allegations of 
anti-Semitism is evidenced by the 
manner in which his successor, 
Sir Keir Starmer, replaced him as 
leader. Being the creature he was and 
serving the purpose he was always 
going to serve, Starmer pretended 
to endorse the policies that had 
been formulated by the party under 
Corbyn’s leadership only to jettison 
them soon after being elected. Those 
policies had nothing to do with 
anti-Semitism or indeed Israel but 
were only relevant to the domestic 
situation in Britain itself. It had 
always been an option for Starmer 
to retain these policies and campaign 
for them after he was elected leader 
(as he in fact promised to do) while 
continuing with his promise to “root 
out anti-Semitism in the party”. 
But he abandoned the former while 
energetically advancing the latter 
in a way that became an attack on 
the constituency of Labour Party 
members who had dared break with 
the post-1979 consensus.

It has also become apparent that 
in Sir Keir Starmer the Labour Party 
now has a leader who is determined 
to restore the party to the 1979 
consensus even if that requires 
the expulsion or alienation of a 
significant component of its activist 
base. Although Starmer is not Tony 
Blair, the former shares the latter’s 
antipathy to the state’s involvement 
in the economy. He has shown this 
in recent months in his opposition 
to any idea of re-nationalisation of 
the privatised railways and utility 
companies in spite of their abysmal 
performance. In that sense he shares 
with Blair a profound belief in the 
market.

So, is the current situation evidence 
of the resilience of the Heseltine’s 
1987 prophecy? The question 
remains open but unless those 
seeking to challenge it understand the 
basis on which it rests the chances of 
dissolving it remain problematic. 

But three things are clear in relation 
to the position in which the party now 

finds itself. Firstly, that history pivots 
on seminal events and the seminal 
event which began the current route 
to where the party now finds itself 
started when the British political 
landscape was changed by the arrival 
of the Tory Government in 1979. 
Secondly, that the material providing 
the foundation for this change was 
the “Right to Buy” scheme. And 
thirdly, the mortar which provided 
the means for making the outcome 
permanent was the investment of 
a significantly increased sector of 
society in the value of their property. 

Shackling public housing 
provision.

For the millions of new home-
owners who had gained their homes 
through the “Right to Buy” schemes 
the value of their most important 
financial asset, their home, now had 
to be taken into account by any party 
vying for government if it wished to 
be elected. 

This was the legacy of what was 
brought into effect by the 1980 
Housing Act. That Act was part of the 
effort of the Thatcher Government 
of 1979 to bring about permanent 
change not only in the British 
economy but in the way in which 
British society viewed the role of the 
state. No longer would the state be 
viewed as the regulator of a mixed 
economy where it would use its power 
to intervene in circumstances where 
a failure in the market adversely 
impacted on the wider society. 
Instead, it would remove itself from 
such a responsibility and, through the 
process of de-nationalisation, restore 
the rigours of the market to those 
areas of the economy where such 
interventions had taken place in the 
past. 

But Heseltine’s ambition, as 
indicated in his account of the period, 
(“Where There’s a Will”, 1987), was 
not only to initiate a reversal of the 
way in which post-war Britain had 
evolved, but to make that reversal 
permanent. In other words, to protect 
the changes it represented from the 
threat of them being undermined by 
any future Labour government. Yet, 
while Heseltine’s may have found 
it “hard to believe that Socialism in 
Britain will ever again be as assertive 
as it was between 1945 and 1979” in 

the context of central government 
neither he nor Thatcher could have 
the same certainty when it came to 
local government.

The Tories may have convincingly 
won the 1979 General Election but 
they didn’t achieve the same result in 
the local government elections held on 
the same day (3 May). In those local 
elections the Labour Party managed 
to reverse the trend of previous 
elections and gained 766 seats while 
removing the Conservatives from 
control of several local authorities. 
And it is also sometimes forgotten 
that many Conservative controlled 
local authorities were opposed to 
the “Right to Buy” policy despite its 
endorsement by the national party. 

Local government was always 
something that the 1979 Tory 
Government remained wary of even 
after they won the national election 
on the basis of their “Right to Buy” 
policy. The fear was that opposition 
to their plans at local government 
level could eventually provide the 
base for a future resurgence of 
Labour at the national level and a 
corresponding reversal of the “Right 
to Buy” housing policy.

The real success of Thatcher’s and 
Heseltine’s housing plans lay in the 
way they engineered the means by 
which they permanently impaired 
the capacity of local authorities to 
supply local housing needs. That 
was ultimately achieved not simply 
through the introduction of the “Right 
to Buy” scheme. While that may 
have achieved the object of reducing 
the local authority housing stock, 
by itself it was not enough to bring 
about a permanent shift in the way in 
which housing was to be supplied in 
the future. If everything else was left 
in place local authorities could have 
replenished their housing stock over 
time and if that was permitted then 
the “Right to Buy” scheme could be 
reversed in the event of a return of a 
Labour government. In other words, 
as long as there remained in place 
the machinery for local authorities 
to resume building homes the “Right 
to Buy” system was never likely to 
remain invulnerable to subsequent 
political developments. 

Understanding how Thatcher 
and Heseltine ensured against this 
possibility is critical to any solution 
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to the housing issue. 
There are three main cost 

components in the construction of 
office blocks or dwellings. These 
consist of: the price of the labour, 
the price of materials, and the 
price of land. When it comes to the 
provision of public-funded housing, 
prior to 1979 local authorities could, 
to some extent, control the cost 
of the labour through their direct-
labour workforces. They could also 
maintain a downward pressure on 
the cost of materials by using their 
position as major house builders in 
their negotiations with suppliers. 
They also had the power, under the 
previous Labour government’s 1975 
Community Land Act, to purchase 
development land at its existing 
use value. This, together with the 
Development Land Tax introduced 
by the Labour government a year 
later, gave the local authorities a 
significant advantage over private 
developers. It meant, for instance, 
that local authorities could purchase 
disused or non-residential zoned land 
at the knock-down price for such 
land and use it for the construction 
of public housing estates while the 
private developer who might procure 
similar land ran the risk of having 
to wait a considerable time to have 
the land re-zoned for private housing 
development and even then, there 
was no guarantee that permission 
would be granted. But should the 
private developer manage to have 
the land re-zoned, under the 1976 
Development Land Tax, he was 
compelled to pay a tax of up to 80% 
on the value increased through such 
re-zoning while, at the same time, the 
local authority was exempt from that 
tax.

The land in which the future of 
local authority housing is buried.

Of these three cost components, 
the ability of local authorities to 
exert favourable terms for the first – 
labour, and the second – materials, 
was undermined by the direct impact 
of the “Right to Buy” scheme. 

The wholesale removal of large 
swathes of the local government 
housing stock meant that it was 
difficult not only to justify but to 
pay for the upkeep of direct labour 
resources. This was exacerbated 

by the reduction of the central 
government grant and the constraints 
imposed on their capacity to raise 
money through domestic rates (a 
problem that was compounded in 
1990 when the Government required 
local authorities to pass on the 
revenue from business rates to the 
Treasury).

Nor could local authorities rely on 
the revenue from the sales of their 
housing stock to finance housing 
provision on any meaningful scale. To 
ensure against this the Government 
only permitted local authorities to 
use 20% of the annual revenue from 
Right to Buy sales for re-investment 
in replacement housing. Aware of the 
likely negative public reaction to the 
government taking all of the revenue 
from that source it conceded that the 
remaining 80% of sales could be 
carried forward by local authorities 
to the next year. On paper this looked 
to offer the prospect of local councils 
eventually being able to roll over this 
revenue until it reached a point when 
it could use the full sales revenue 
to replace their housing stock. 
However, in effect it meant very 
little. This was because in the early 
years of the Right to Buy scheme it 
was the councils themselves who, as 
was explained earlier, acted as both 
seller and mortgage suppliers in the 
majority of sales. It was only if the 
purchasing tenant subsequently sold 
their property or re-mortgaged with 
a bank or building society that actual 
money became visible as far as the 
local authority was concerned. This 
continued to be the case during the 
first few years of the operation of the 
“Right to Buy” scheme.

Then, before local authorities could 
reap the full rewards of the rolling 
revenue allowance the government 
changed the rules. It did this through 
the 1989 Local Government and 
Housing Act which came into effect 
on 1 April 1990. The terms of this Act 
permitted local authorities to retain a 
more generous 25% of sales receipts 
for reinvestment. However, as was 
the case with the earlier arrangement, 
this concealed a fateful sting in the 
tail that effectively took away the 
freedom of local authorities to use the 
remaining 75% as a roll-over fund 
for subsequent reinvestment. The 
1989 legislation now stipulated that 

“the other 75% had to be reserved to 
redeem debt or set aside for future 
debt redemption.”

With regard to the third component 
where local authorities previously 
held an advantage – the component 
consisting of land – it became 
one of the earliest targets of the 
incoming Tory government. The 
Community Land Act was repealed 
in the same year that the 1980 
Housing Act became law. At the 
same time, the government reduced 
the Development Land Tax to 60% 
before abolishing it altogether in 
1985. (For an explanation of this see: 
Lund, p. 40).

How effective these measures were 
in taking local authorities out of the 
picture as significant providers of 
homes is starkly illustrated by the 
fact that these authorities went from 
managing 28% of the total housing 
stock in England in 1981 to only 18% 
by 1994. At the same time council 
house completions constituted 
around 33% of all house building in 
1980 but by 1994 it constituted less 
than 1%. (See: Institutional Structure 
of Social Housing Finance in the 
U.K.” Recent Developments, by 
Michael Oxley. Published in Urban 
Studies, April 1999, p. 674).

The impact of these measures 
on the capacity of local authorities 
to invest financially in housing is 
graphically illustrated by the fact 
that it was under Harold Wilson’s 
Labour government that a peak of 
over £12 billion was spent in the year 
1974/75 (however it has to be said 
that in 1978 Labour’s house-building 
performance under Jim Callaghan 
was quite abysmal) but by 1996/97 
this had plummeted to just over £2 
billion (at 1994-95 prices).

By the time Heseltine came to make 
his prophetic statement in 1987 the 
Conservative governments had put 
in place a raft of measures designed 
to prevent any immediate return 
of local authority public housing 
provision on any meaningful scale – 
a fact described by one contemporary 
housing expert as follows:

“Since 1988, the government 
has made it clear that it wishes 
local authorities not to be housing 
providers but to be ‘strategic 
enablers’. The enabling role 
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means that authorities oversee 
and monitor housing provision 
in their area, working particularly 
with housing associations, but do 
not get involved significantly with 
new developments” (Bramley, 
1993, quoted by Oxley).

But there was another purpose 
to these measures which is not 
mentioned by the above housing 
expert. These measures were 
never only meant to replace local 
authorities with private developers 
in social housing provision. They 
also had the object of providing 
a more favourable environment 
for the expansion of private 
developments generally. However, 
there was one area where the 
desire to permanently diminish 
the capacity of local authorities to 
act as significant public housing 
providers came in conflict with the 
desire to facilitate the expansion 
of the private developer’s role in 
expanding the reach of the domestic 
housing market and that conflict 
revolved around the question of 
land. In this regard, such was the 
determination to ensure that local 
authorities could no longer regain a 
significant foothold in the provision 
of housing the Thatcher government 
and its immediate successors were 
prepared to defy the “laissez faire” 
instincts of the section of the Tory 
party that they represented. 

Land is ultimately required 
for every kind of human activity 
whether it be for the production 
of food, the building of factories, 
churches, offices, railways, roads, 
and, of course, houses. As mentioned 
earlier, housing development of 
all types requires land. Of the 
three components that go into 
house-building, unlike labour and 
materials, land is unique in the sense 
that it is both immobile and finite. 
But though it is finite, in the urban 
age, it has always been subject to 
political management in the sense 
that governments use their powers 
to prioritise how land is used to 
meet the specific requirements of 
any given circumstance.

When it came to the twin objectives 
of freeing housing provision from 
the hold of local authorities and 

giving private developers a more 
favourable environment within 
which to operate many in the Tory 
party thought that this favourable 
environment would also include 
permission for such developers to 
encroach on the existing green belts 
surrounding the urban areas. But that 
would not have suited Thatcher’s 
political objective of destroying 
local government’s capacity to 
return to the position of being the 
major supplier of housing. To ensure 
against this the final barrier was 
supplied by Thatcher’s most blatant 
interference in the operation of the 
market – the market in land.

In formulating her policy on land 
not only did Thatcher resist the 
calls from the traditional laissez 
faire exponents in the Tory Party 
who were demanding a loosening 
of the green belt planning laws 
to facilitate development but she 
doubled down on tightening the 
green belt constraint. In the process 
she used the green belt arrangement 
in a way which ensured that the 
cost of land within the metropolitan 
areas increased out of the range of 
local authorities to purchase. This is 
the observation of one of the most 
informed voices on housing (now 
unfortunately deceased):

“The commitment to green 
belt policy by the Thatcher/Major 

governments meant that between 
1979 and 1997, the total size of 
the UK green belt increased from 
721,500 hectares to 1,649,640 
hectares.” (Housing Politics in the 
United Kingdom, by Brian Lund, p. 
50).

The effect, as it was known it 
would be, was to artificially reduce 
the available land for development 
within the existing urban areas as 
it removed the room for such areas 
to expand. Land may have been 
a finite resource but Thatcher’s 
policy, through the exploitation of 
the “green” agenda of its day, was 
to ensure that the finite resource 
was made even more finite with the 
inevitable result that it increased 
significantly the value of land in 
urban areas now encircled by the 
newly enlarged green belt constraint. 
Of course this was not the only 
factor which led to the surge in land 
values since the 1980s (the freeing 
up of the financial sector in the City 
meant that the resultant increase in 
land values in that area made Canary 
Wharf an attractive alternative) but 
it was a significant component in 
ensuring that the purchase of land 
by local authorities was made much 
more difficult. The way in which this 
measure went on to impact urban 
housing will be explored in the next 
article. 

A Labour Affairs letter published in the Morning Star on 14 
February 2022

 ECONOMY 
How levelling up is to be paid for is the key question 
WHAT is this “real money” mentioned in the editorial (M 

Star February 3)? 
It says: “Labour’s take on the levelling-up project 

emphasises local growth in skilled and well-paid jobs, 
revived towns and high streets, better regional transport, 
affordable housing, a high-quality digital infrastructure and 
devolved power backed up by real money.” 

We at Labour Affairs have been discussing “how to pay 
for it,” the crucial question for the labour movement, for 
months. Read all about it at mstar.link/payforit and previous. 

CW London N4 
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Listening to Italy
by Orecchiette

The new old President
On 3 February 80-year-old Sergio 

Mattarella was preparing to move house 
after the end of his seven-year term as 
President of Italy. He was emphatic 
that he had no wish to serve again. The 
process of electing a successor started 
on 24 January and it was not smooth. 
The anticipated four rounds of voting 
were scheduled, but in the end there 
were seven inconclusive votes and a lot 
of black smoke and agonising before 
the final, decisive eighth vote. Finally, 
with the total inability of parliament 
to agree on one consensual candidate, 
pressure was put on Mattarella to stand. 
He felt very strongly that he had a sense 
of duty and put his future plans behind 
him and agreed to serve as President for 
another term.

Unlike the UK, Italy’s Head of 
State has a significant role with the 
actual power to dismiss a government 
or be instrumental in forming a new 
government. As Orecchiette said last 
month, Mario Draghi the current 
Premier, was appointed by President 
Mattarella. The previous President, 
Giorgio Napolitano, had brought in 
Mario Monti to head a technocratic 
administration following the collapse 
of Silvio Berlusconi’s government in 
2011.

The electors for the process are always 
the serving members of the Upper 
and Lower House, plus (currently) 6 
Senators for Life and some specially 
elected members of the Regional 
Assemblies. The  process seems 
curious as they are able to nominate any 
Italian citizen over 50 years of age who 
“enjoys civil and political rights”. The 
nominee does not even have to agree to 
be nominated. So Mattarella actually 
received 39 votes in ballot No 2 even 
though he’d said that he didn’t want to 
stand. In addition the parties nominate 
their preferred candidates and for ballot 
No 2, for example,  there were a total of 
more than 40 nominees. 

In the last Presidential election Matteo 
Renzi had successfully organised 
the election of Mattarella. This time 
the lack of a dominant voice and the 
numerical closeness of the parties 
resulted in a succession of stalemates 
with no credible candidate in common. 
The parties suffered serious discord 
amongst themselves. Symptomatic 

of this turbulence was the 39 votes 
received by Umberto Bossi on Ballot 2. 
He was the ex-leader of the old Lega 
Nord, who “allegedly” appropriated 
party funds. He was not exonerated but 
was eventually made party President. 
His nomination was surely a comment 
on the current fractures within the 
Lega itself and perhaps also a pointer 
to a strong sense of frustration that 
suggested this totally inappropriate 
vote. 

The Presidential elections concluded 
on the second vote of 29 January with 
a very large majority for Mattarella. 
He received a standing ovation in the 
chamber, an ovation of gratitude and 
relief. He had only agreed to stand on 
that very morning saying that he had 
a responsibility to the country. His 
selflessness and sense of duty were 
saluted by the electorate and the wider 
country.

The discord underlying the parties’ 
and coalitions’ problems descended 
into what Dagospia website called 
“civil war”. It has to be said that all 
parties have one very large eye on next 
year’s general election . 

The general election poses an 
existential threat to The Five 
Star (M5S), which was seen as a 
refreshingly anti-corruption, anti-old 
style party option for Italian voters. 
It was for a time a major player in 
Italy, but a significant number of their 
elected parliamentarians in the elected 
Senate and lower house have left the 
Movement. Many also realise that their 
own re-election prospects are dim. 

Ex-Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte 
became M5S President and effective 
leader in August 2021. He has made 
changes which have not pleased the 
previous leader and one of the founder 
members, Luigi Di Maio. Conte 
also joined with Salvini of the right-
wing Lega to support the candidature 
of Elisabetta Belloni, the Head of 
the Department of Information and 
Security, for President. Di Maio bitterly 
opposed this and the two men now have 
a particularly poisonous relationship. 
M5S founder Beppe Grillo has said that 
this is suicidal to both men and certainly 
is not to the benefit of the Movement. 

Currently there is speculation that the 
Movement could split into two. A very 
recent survey said that over 70% of 

members would favour Conte as leader 
over Di Maio. Another complication 
is that a court case in Naples has 
ruled that the election of Conte as the 
Movement’s President was contrary to 
M5S statutes. So a raging civil war is 
particularly active and the Presidential 
election exacerbated differences.

The Centre Left Coalition’s largest 
party the Partito Democratico (PD) 
under ex-Premier Enrico Letta also 
suffered discord over a Presidential 
nominee. Letta is currently trying 
to make an alliance with the small 
Azione party. The stability and size 
of the Centre-Left and Centre-Right 
coalitions are crucial to their success in 
the 2023 elections.

Finally the Centre-Right. Silvio 
Berlusconi antagonised his Coalition 
partners by standing for President. 
Matteo Salvini of Lega and Giorgia 
Meloni of Fratelli d’Italia (Brothers 
of Italy - FdI) were relieved when 
he withdrew. There were divisions 
between the two over subsequent 
presidential nominations and Meloni 
withdrew her support for Salvini and 
their Coalition in what was called a 
”divorce”. The fascist-leaning FdI has 
overtaken Lega in the polls and could 
come out of the elections as the largest 
party in the Coalition, if it still exists in 
that form. 

Salvini is also facing difficulties 
within his own party. The Veneto 
region, for example, is not alone in 
becoming very vocal in their contention 
that Salvini is following his own agenda 
and neglecting his traditional northern 
heartlands, the old Lega Nord territory. 

Meanwhile the task of government 
has to continue and currently Prime 
Minister Draghi is attempting to work 
to implement the European Recovery 
Fund. This funding is contingent on 
the success of the changes which must 
be made to bureaucratic and structural 
organisation within Italy. Draghi can 
occasionally be seen expressing his 
exasperation and frustration at the 
struggle to operate within the Italian 
Parliament and its frequently warring 
factions. This is not an easy job.
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Notes on the News
        By Gwydion M. Williams

Diplomacy – a Polite Name for Intimidation
The Bane of Ukraine
China Still Rising
Tolkien, Race, and an Amazon Blessing
Snippets

Silly Truckers
Monbiot – Terrified of Hopes of Rescue
Warmer Seas Mean Worse Weather
And After Covid-19?

Diplomacy – a Polite Name for Intimidation
Diplomacy is all about intimidation.  
People forget that, when they talk about a diplomatic 

solution in Ukraine.  
Diplomacy can also involve bribery and flattery.  

But the power to intimidate defines Great Powers and 
Superpowers.

If NATO ever were to include Ukraine, the USA 
would be much better placed to intimidate Russia.  The 
Baltic Republics would not want a war against Russia.  
Ukrainians might be crazy enough.  

Most ethnic-Ukrainians want to purge the entire territory 
of the former Ukrainian Soviet Republic of everything 
Russian.  Places only included to strengthen the link with 
Russia.  Which stayed with an independent Ukraine when 
it was friendly to Russia.

Russia saw legality ignored in Ukraine’s second Orange 
Revolution.1 2  Intimidation protects ethnic Russians, and 
keeps out NATO.

Western leaders don’t believe their own talk of 
democracy or minority rights.  All these supposed ideals 
get shoved aside, when it suits their power-politics.

The former Soviet Union offended often.  Russia is 
imperfect.  But just now, the Anglosphere is the main 
offender.

The United Nations promised a different world after the 
horrors of World War Two.  But the USA helped subvert its 
first big test: a crisis manufactured in the former Belgian 
Congo after it dared elect a mildly leftist Prime Minister.  
Lumumba was a decent man.  He invited in the United 
Nations, in the belief that it was like a restaurant owner 
calling the police to handle some violent customers.

Had the sanctity of Parliamentary Democracy been 
1  https://labouraffairsmagazine.com/past-issues/2015-
07-magazine/2015-07-ukraine-illegally-removed-its-elected-presi-
dent/ 
2  https://labouraffairsmagazine.
com/m-articles-by-topic/46-globalisation/
ukraine-kievs-five-day-war-machine/ 

upheld in the Congo in 1961, a very different world 
might have emerged.  But US influence made sure that 
the United Nations undermined the man who had invited 
them in.  Did nothing to stop him being murdered.  

The Congo as Zaire became a long-running dictatorship 
under Mobutu, the man who betrayed Congolese 
democracy.  He let the West feast off of its mineral wealth.

Mobutu was one of many men that the USA ratted on, 
when the Soviet Union ceased to be a global alternative.  
And created chaos, just in case poorer countries still 
thought they could elect disobedient governments.  

No attempt was made to realise the original UN dream 
during the 1990s US hegemony.  Why bother with all 
the difficulties and limits that come from being honest?  
Surely cheating is much easier?

But this turned out to be a fool’s cunning.  
When I was young, before credit became the norm, 

people would say Penny-wise, Pound-foolish:
“Concentrating so hard on economizing in small 

matters that one misses the opportunity to save or 
gain a large amount of money in larger matters.”3

In politics, I rate the New Right as month-smart, 
decade-foolish.  All sorts of cunning little schemes.  All 
sorts of clever ways to get the public to vote against their 
own best interests.  But the long result has not been at all 
what they want.

Extreme Islam spreads in the Muslim world.
Extreme Hinduism in once-secular India.
Much of Middle-Europe now prefers its own version 

of Christian Democracy.  Right-wing socially, but also 
committed to human welfare.

Both Russia and China have rejected their values.  Russia 
tried being subservient in the 1990s, but was scorned and 
swindled.  China wobbled in 1989, but did not fall.

Genuine Western conservatives have been manipulated 
for decades.  Squeezed financially, and their social and 
cultural values were not in fact respected.  With Trump 
and with Brexit, they are now out of control.

The ‘geniuses’ of the New Right are a global failure.  
Future historians may count this Ukraine Crisis as a key 
moment.

*
For China’s rise, see People’s China: a New Civilisation.4  

A pamphlet explaining the hope for European Socialism 
in the Chinese Alternative, even if it’s much more 
authoritarian than most of us would want.  

3  https://grammarist.com/idiom/penny-wise-and-pound-foolish/ 
4  Available from Athol Books, https://www.atholbooks.org/.  
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The Bane of Ukraine
Europe is lukewarm about the Biden wish for an anti-

Russian Crusade.  
Ready only to fight to the last Ukrainian.
Some of the Western mainstream worried even about that.  

The pro-British Irish Times was one.  On the 19th they said:
“Two big truths must be acknowledged. Russia is 

paranoid about being invaded from the west. And this 
fear has rational roots in horrific experience.

“Russia’s modern sense of nationality was shaped 
by Napoleon’s cataclysmic invasion in 1812. It is not 
accidental that its great national epic, Tolstoy’s War 
and Peace, is set during that conflagration.

“This horror was renewed and redoubled by Hitler’s 
invasion in 1941. Its scale is scarcely comprehensible. 
The death toll remains literally incalculable – respectable 
estimates range between 20 and 30 million dead”5

Mainstream media avoid the other big issue – attempts to 
purge Ukraine of all its ancient connections with Moscow-
ruled Russia:

“The Minsk agreements between the Kiev government 
and the separatists of the two oblasts of Donetsk and 
Lugansk are still not implemented because Kiev, which 
signed them, rejects them. In any case, Kiev does not 
want to enact a special status for its Russian-speaking 
population. In the meantime, the law goes so far as to 
prohibit teaching in Russian in a country that is half 
Russian-speaking.

“Any government anywhere in the world would have 
accepted this legitimate demand. Kiev explains its 
refusal by recalling that it signed its agreements under 
pressure, but never wanted them. The separatists, 
on the other hand, point out that the Ukrainian army 
deployed in front of them includes the Azov battalion, 
brandishing Nazi symbols and commanded by the self-
proclaimed ‘White Führer,’ Colonel Andrey Biletsky. And 
these people, framed by the mercenaries of Erik Prince 
(the founder of Blackwater), are shouting that they will 
annihilate those Russkies they keep bombing. That’s 
why the separatists have declared their independence, 
which unfortunately nobody has recognized, not even 
the Russian Federation.”6

A rich elite set ordinary people against each other:
“Four Uncomfortable Truths About Ukraine…
“1. Many of the new leaders helped shape policies 

that turned Ukraine into an economic basket case…
“Their post-Orange Revolution regime prolonged 

the country’s disastrous track record on economic 
management…

“Ukraine, a country of 45 million people with rich 
agricultural land and a large industrial base, is now 
Eastern Europe’s poorest country, apart from tiny 
Moldova…
5  https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/fintan-o-toole-putin-
bad-and-nato-expansion-good-is-not-a-binary-we-have-to-ac-
cept-1.4804229 (pay site) 
6  https://orientalreview.org/2022/02/17/
two-interpretations-of-the-ukrainian-affair/ 

““3. The new government is a fragile coalition that 
includes some pretty scary elements.

“When Vladimir Putin says there are far-right 
extremists running Ukraine, he isn’t completely wrong…

“4. Ukraine needs Russia.
“Even as it seeks closer ties with Europe, Ukraine can’t 

afford to turn its back on its huge eastern neighbor… 
the two countries have deep historical and cultural ties. 
Some 8.3 million Ukrainians, almost one-fifth of the 
population, described themselves in the country’s last 
census as ethnic Russians, while some 1.9 million of 
Russia’s citizens say they are ethnic Ukrainian.”7

That was from when the crisis started, in 2014.  The same 
dismal truths apply, but are kept away from the Western 
public.  You have to look hard to find them mentioned:

“Ukraine has stagnated since the fall of the Soviet 
Union. By the World Bank’s reckoning, Ukraine is about 
20% poorer now than it was in 1990!...

““Ukrainian policy tended to reserve manufacturing 
industries for domestic oligarchs — most of whom had 
gotten rich by owning Ukraine’s old inefficient Soviet-
era manufacturing industries. It thus tried to discourage 
foreign investment in the manufacturing sector — a 
huge, tragic mistake. The oligarchs didn’t do much with 
Ukraine’s manufacturing sector; they just kept collecting 
their checks and allowed the sector to slowly decline. 
Meanwhile, the country’s leaders encouraged foreign 
investment in sectors like finance and real estate…

“It created a huge, bloated financial sector — a 
development no-no. And it also set Ukraine up for a 
huge disaster, because finance and real estate were 
the industries that got clobbered in the Global Financial 
Crisis of 2008.”8  

But ordinary Ukrainians blame Russia for everything.
Ukraine’s current borders make no sense, if Ukraine is to 

be purged of Russian influence.  A distinct Ukrainian identity 
within the Rus tradition existed within several rival empires.  
Had honest outsiders defined it as a new nation-state, it 
would not have included Crimea.  Nor the regions of the east 
7  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-03-20/four-
uncomfortable-truths-about-ukraine (pay site)
8  https://noahpinion.substack.com/p/
why-is-ukraine-such-an-economic-failure 
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that seek secession.  But Ukrainian 
nationalists choose to treat as sacred 
the Soviet borders defined by Lenin, 
Stalin and Khrushchev.

Unrealistically.  In World War Two, 
pro-Nazi Ukrainians were brave, but 
had run-of-the-mill combat skills.  
That’s not changed with the current 
generation, who do most of the fighting 
against the ethnic-Russian separatists.

China Still Rising
A very successful Olympics for 

China.  Hosted smoothly, and they are 
increasingly strong in winter sports.  
Especially those based on snow rather 
than ice.9  

China got 15 medals, the best ever, 
and 11th among nations.  Better still, 
nine were gold.  3rd by the conventional 
gold-biased rankings.10

The Western media, dominated 
by the millionaire elite, keep bad-
mouthing China.  They don’t want 
to admit that China flourishes while 
scorning New Right economic 
‘wisdom’.  But the part of the press 
that tells business people about the 
real world gives another picture:

“China is haunted by the spectre of 
the ‘middle-income trap’, the notion 
that emerging economies grow quickly 
out of poverty only to get stuck before 
they get rich…

“Despite its leaders’ fears, or perhaps 
because of them, China is now on 
the cusp of becoming a high-income 
country by this definition…

“China is still accumulating capital 
at a furious pace. It invested 43% of 
its GDP in the five years before the 
pandemic.. The high-income countries 
averaged only half that percentage. But 
China’s high investment rate is perhaps 
not as fruitless as is often assumed. 
Just as its investment remains high by 
the standards of rich countries, so does 
its GDP growth rate.”11

Not fruitless at all, since it bears 
good fruit.

China after Mao allowed controlled 
capitalism.  But has a much more 
authoritarian version of the Mixed 
Economy that won the Cold War for 
9  https://www.globaltimes.cn/
page/202202/1252711.shtml 
10  https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/2022_Winter_Olympics_medal_table 
11  https://www.economist.com/finance-
and-economics/2022/02/05/china-may-soon-
become-a-high-income-country (pay site)

released.19

As usual, there is a bitter protesting 
minority.

Some of this is typical fan protests 
from people fixed on one particular 
way to tell a story.  ‘Unless it fits my 
dreams exactly, it is evil’.

But some is definitely racist.
Star Trek: Discovery got unusual 

hatred, and had two non-white 
women as the initial senior officers.  
Coincidence?

Both Star Trek and Star Wars 
once had racial and gender attitudes 
that you’d no longer find in the 
mainstream.20  But Uhuru as a black 
woman doing a serious job was 
pioneering in the early 1960s.  And 
both have moved with the times.  Star 
Wars also glamorises crime, but that’s 
standard everywhere.21

Now the ‘Tolkien franchise’ is being 
brought into line.  Standard for the US 
hegemony.  It has to juggle anti-racists 
and racists, and media corporations 
value the racists far less.  They have to 
sell globally, after all.

In Tolkien’s books and the Jackson 
films, every positive character belongs 
to what racists call the White Race.  
Or are a fantasy version of the same.  
The only visible non-white humans 
are enemies, though the film has them 
mostly dehumanised with masks or 
war-paint.  But Jackson and his two 
female co-script-writers did expand 
female roles.  Arwen rather than an 
elf-lord rescues Frodo.  Tauriel the 
fighting ‘she-elf’ expands from a few 
mentions of a probably-male guard-
captain in Tolkien’s book.

From his books and published letters, 
I’d rate Tolkien as a mild racist.  Better 
than most in his generation..  He took a 
firm stand against anti-Semitism.22  He 
also sounded anti-imperialist at times: 
alien peoples were best left alone, not 
conquered with a wish to improve 
them.  But his fantasy-world also 
had grades of inferior and superior 
among the visible humans, and among 
hobbits.  Plus an acceptance that ‘race 
mixing’ happened and was often a 
19  https://www.imdb.com/title/
tt7631058/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0 
20  https://www.quora.
com/q/pwgwxusqvnzzrlzm/
Star-Wars-the-Nordic-Generation 
21  https://labouraffairsmagazine.com/m-
articles-by-topic/my-science-fiction/
the-moral-void-in-star-wars/ 
22  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Letters_of_J._R._R._Tolkien#Nazi_ra-
cial_politics 

the West from 1945 to 1975.12

In previous Newsnotes, I noted that 
the working capitalists would often 
‘put their money where their mouth 
isn’t’.13  Including big corporate 
sponsors of the Olympic games.14  
They’d not give a toss about Uighurs, 
even if the dishonest Western stories 
had been true.15

The economic theology of the New 
Right says ‘public spending bad, 
private profit-seeking good’.  

Under Tony Blair and the Clintons, 
the liberal-left learned to bleat the 
same message.  Starmer is proud to 
have purged Labour of any other ideas.  

But China is just one of many 
awkward realities that they keep 
bumping into.

Tolkien, Race, and an  
Amazon Blessing

The six extra films that expanded 
the original Star Wars saga are 
comfortably within lists of the 100 
all-time most popular films.16  But got 
bitter hostility from a small number of 
dedicated fans.

Likewise Star Trek: Discovery, 
which revived the Star Trek franchise 
after the mismanaged and unpopular 
Star Trek: Enterprise.17

Peter Jackson’s films of Lord of 
the Rings and The Hobbit are also 
in the 100-most-popular.  A handful 
of fans protested.  The vast majority 
were delighted, including me.  I had 
criticisms, but was glad the work was 
done.18

Now the Amazon media empire 
brings us Tolkien’s world as it might 
have been thousands of years earlier, 
when the Rings of Power were 
first made.  Due in September, but 
with some striking images recently 

12  https://labouraffairsmagazine.
com/problems-magazine-past-issues/
the-mixed-economy-won-the-cold-war/ 
13  https://mrgwydionmwilliams.quora.
com/China-Putting-Your-Money-Where-
Your-Mouth-Isn-t 
14  https://www.ft.com/content/debaeb-
fe-672d-4b49-a3fc-a0e85e9718f6 (pay site)
15  https://mrgwydion-
mwilliams.quora.com/
West-Reports-Only-Propaganda-on-Xinjiang 
16  https://www.filmsite.org/boxoffice.html 
17  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Star_Trek:_Enterprise 
18  https://labouraffairsmagazine.com/m-
articles-by-topic/m99-topic-menus-from-
long-revolution-website/my-science-fiction/
tolkien-as-understood-by-peter-jackson-
brian-sibley-and-ralph-bakshi/ 
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good thing: but still out of line with 
modern views.

Amazon have invented a vast saga 
about the making of the One Ring 
destroyed by Frodo, and the fate of 
Aragorn’s racially-superior ancestors.  
Working from a few pages of appendices 
in Lord of the Rings.  They’ve invented 
many new characters, and a few of these 
are black.  Hence the racist outrage, 
which has been reported among fans and 
mostly condemned.23

From a separate production company, 
we are promised high-quality animation: 
The War of the Rohirrim.  It centres 
on Helm’s Deep, which has the big 
battle against Orcs in The Two Towers.  
Rohirrim are loosely based on Saxons 
and Goths.  Their main enemy should be 
the vaguely-Celtic Dunlendings: anti-
Celtic racism is almost extinct and not 
noticed by liberals.  But I was surprised 
to see a photo-release suggesting they 
also fight the Haradrim, the elephant-
riding black men of the south.24

War elephants can be wonderful 
cinema, as with the battle in Gondor in 
Jackson’s The Return of the King.  But 
since implicit racism is increasingly 
being stamped flat, I suspect we will 
find rival Haradrim, some allies.  There 
is even a hazy basis in Tolkien for that:

“‘Tis said that there were dealings 
of old between Gondor and the 
kingdoms of the Harad in the Far 
South; though there was never 
friendship.”25

Elephants fighting elephants happened 
historically in India, and would be a 
grand spectacle.

Snippets
Silly Truckers
No one has a right to be a menace to 

their neighbours.
The truck protestors in Canada have 

been that, twice over.  
First by being part of the dangerous 

‘spike’ caused by the Omicron version 
of Covid-19.  It kills fewer of those it 
infects, but infects more.  Deaths are 
about the same as previous waves.26

Then they tried to intimidate a 
Canadian majority that had dared make 
rules they disliked.

23  https://www.eviemagazine.com/post/
amazons-the-rings-of-power-series-is-a-
crime-against-the-fantasy-genre 
24  https://www.imdb.com/title/
tt14824600/?ref_=ttmi_tt 
25  The Two Towers: Of Herbs and Stewed 
Rabbit
26  https://mrgwydionmwilliams.quora.
com/Canada-the-Silly-Truckers 

They talk as if God had granted them 
Inherent Freedoms, so it was tyranny for 
an elected government to limit these.

Some of them believe just that.
The New Right has flourished for four 

decades, by making use of weaknesses in 
1960s-radicalism.  The idea of Freedom 
as an absolute that exists without 
reference to the views of other humans.  
They actually wanted more freedom 
for sex and rock-and-roll, both easily 
conceded.  And for drugs, probably an 
error.

It was definitely an error when 
Extinction Rebellion got disruptive.  
Bad causes have found it much too easy 
to copy.

*
Monbiot –  

Terrified of Hopes of Rescue
Last Newsnotes included a section 

called Disgusted With Capitalism, 
Terrified of Socialism.27  Aimed at Tony 
Blair.

I was disappointed but not surprised 
when radical commentator George 
Monbiot said something similar:

“But even during the ‘glory years’ 
(1945 to 1975) the universal triumph 
capitalism promised was an illusion. 
The general rise of prosperity in rich 
nations was financed, in part, by 
poor ones.”28

The ‘glory years’ were an economic 
optimum.  China should be praised 
for making a big success of their own 
version of them.

Monbiot’s vision is for everyone to 
spontaneously do things his way.  But 
has no sensible ideas for how to get 
there.

Likewise Sapiens A Graphic History, 
Volume 2: The Pillars of Civilization.  
Volume 1 is about human origins, built 
on an excellent regular book called 
Sapiens.  In both, he’s had some gifted 
graphic artists illustrate his points.  
Volume 2 says a lot about past injustice, 
but does not credit socialism with doing 
most of the ‘heavy lifting’ in ending 
them.  

For the past century, liberals have 
mostly obstructed.  But liberals will 
never admit this.

Such people are part of the problem.  
They protest, but are bitterly against any 
fix that might actually succeed.

This followed on from Hard Left 
27  https://mrgwydionmwilliams.quora.
com/Disgusted-With-Capitalism-Terrified-
of-Socialism 
28  https://www.theguardian.com/com-
mentisfree/2022/feb/16/solidarity-sovereign-
citizen-protests-ottawa-truck-blockade 

failure in the 1970s and 1980s.  
Unexpected ways forward existed: 
Incomes Policy and Workers Control.  
But the majority attitude was Don’t 
Take Yes For An Answer.  Unless it fits 
my dreams exactly, it is evil.

*
Warmer Seas Mean Worse Weather
As I write, Britain and Ireland are 

battered by a series of storms.  Even if, 
like me, you’ve not yet been personally 
hurt, you will have seen details.

Much less in the British news are a 
run of unusual hurricanes (cyclones) in 
Southern Africa.29

These follow an African drought from 
2018–2021.30  Parts of the USA may 
be entering a long period of extreme 
drought.31  But the USA’s East Coast just 
got exceptional snow.32

It is Climate Change.  Climate Chaos.  
Unpredictable, and mostly bad.

*
And After Covid-19?
“Preventing future pandemics at 

source would cost a small fraction 
of the damage already caused by 
viruses that jump from wildlife to 
people, according to scientists.

“Each year on average more than 
3 million people die from zoonotic 
diseases, those that spill over from 
wildlife into humans, new analysis 
has calculated. Stopping the 
destruction of nature, which brings 
humans and wildlife into greater 
contact and results in spillover, 
would cost about $20bn a year, just 
10% of the annual economic damage 
caused by zoonoses and 5% of the 
value of the lives lost.”33

*
Old newsnotes at the magazine 

websites.  I also write regular 
blogs - https://www.quora.com/q/

mrgwydionmwilliams

29  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tropical_cyclones_in_Southern_Africa 
30  https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/2018%E2%80%932021_Southern_
African_drought
31  https://www.theguardian.com/environ-
ment/2022/feb/15/us-west-megadrought-
worst-1200-years-study 
32  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
world-us-canada-60177979 
33  https://www.theguardian.com/envi-
ronment/2022/feb/04/failure-to-prevent-
pandemics-at-source-is-greatest-folly-say-
scientists 
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AFTER THE BOMBS FALL WE’LL BE ONE

You make the world in your own image.

  The remorseless banks of piggery

that snatch at your meagre savings,

  without interest while throwing

millions to a shady property developer

  who build homes beyond the reach of

those who build them.

  Organised crime will be much more

sophisticated, in the form of off-shore

  tax-avoidance, and dirty-money

laundering.

  Drugs could be delivered by well-known

brand couriers, much like the East India

  Company did yester-year. 

A date via Tinder or Plenty of Fish

  for a one-night stand, or a wife with

a beard who can still give birth but

  won’t be known as mother.

You can act as you like, be anyone

  you’d like to be, dress as you like,

piss where you like, be in any hospital

  ward you like, or any prison cell you

like, with full genitalia.

  Meanwhile, back in your damp, black-moulded

flat, having visited the food-bank, and

  paid off your education fees, like a mortgage,

you can read about they who flaunt their

  wealth in your tabloid. Protest, if you’re

envious of these fine philanthropists,

  while you work away in your underpaid job,

where you didn’t get a proper wage-rise for 

  what seems decades now.  

If that three-million-pound yacht is

  out of reach, or that five million pound

house, at least you can join in our 

  climate-change programme.

De-Industrialisation.

  Reagan taught Thatcher that.

No more coal-mines, no more heavy industries,

  no more militant trade, unions. 

No more socialism?  

  Now we need to persuade Russia,

especially China, to do the same. 

  It’s saving the planet for a free world.

Sorry, got to go, must catch a plane, I’m

  delivering bombs.

Wilson John Haire. 16th February, 2022.

News conference following Russian-German talks  
15 February 2022

Following Russian-German talks, Vladimir Putin and Federal Chancellor of 
Germany Olaf Scholz made statements for the press and answered journalists’ 
questions.

The US and the UK must be very unhappy about the Putin/Scholz meeting, 
which was all about enhancing the well-developed economic relationship 
between Russia and Germany, including Russia’s supply of energy to Germany 
which began in the 1970s.  

The opening statements by Putin and Scholz at the meeting are at http://
en.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/67774 and the opening statements at 
the press conference after the meeting are at http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/
transcripts/67774.  There is no record yet of the question-and-answer part of the 
press conference (in which Scholz suggested that Ukraine would most likely not 
become a NATO member while he and Macron were in office).

Here’s an extract from Putin’s statement at the press conference:
“I have mentioned more than once that Germany is one of Russia’s key 

partners. We have always strived to strengthen interaction between our states. 
“We have the impression that the Federal Chancellor, too, is interested in 

further pragmatic and mutually beneficial cooperation with Russia.
“This applies primarily to economic ties, which are as intensive as ever. 

Germany is Russia’s second biggest foreign trading partner after China. Despite 
the difficulties caused by the coronavirus pandemic and volatility in global 
markets, by the end of 2021, mutual trade grew by 36 percent and reached 
almost US$57 billion. German investment in the Russian economy exceeds 
US$21 billion, while Russian investment in Germany amounts to US$10 billion. 
About 4,000 companies co-owned by German investors are operating in Russia. 
...

“Energy is an important part of bilateral economic cooperation. As early as 
the 1970s our countries successfully implemented their landmark gas-for-pipes 
project. Since then, Russia has reliably supplied gas to Germany and other 
European countries. 

“Today, Russia provides over a third of Germany’s energy needs – both oil (34 
percent) and natural gas (35 or even 35.4 percent). In 2021, Germany received 
50.7 billion cubic metres of Russian gas. 

“I would like to note that even during the high exchange quotes for gas and 
the shortage in Europe, we have continued to deliver fuel to German customers 
for the prices in our long-term contracts.

“As you know, the national regulator of the Federal Republic is charged with 
certifying the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline, which has technically been complete 
since last December. This is one of Europe’s largest infrastructure projects. It 
is designed to substantially enhance energy security in Europe and facilitate 
the resolution of pan-European economic and environmental goals. As I have 
said on many occasions, this is strictly a commercial project without any hint of 
politics. 

“I would also like to note that we are ready to continue distributing gas 
through Ukraine even after 2024 when the current contract for the transit of 
Russian gas through Ukraine expires. Naturally, we will do this if there is demand 
from European importers, if it is profitable and if Ukraine’s gas transport system 
is in proper technical shape.”

Scholz ends his statement with:
“To conclude, I will say the following: it is absolutely clear for us, Germans, and 

for all Europeans that sustainable security cannot be built against Russia but only 
with Russia. We are united on this point, both in NATO and the European Union. 
Therefore, a solution must be found. However difficult the situation is now, I 
would not call it desperate. Now we must act courageously and responsibly.

“I will say that war in Europe has become unimaginable for my generation, and 
we must make sure it remains so. Our duty as heads of state and government is 
to prevent a military escalation in Europe.”
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Diary of an ex-Corbyn foot soldier
Dictionary definition of “foot soldier”: “…a dedicated low-level follower…”

murraymicha@gmail.com; FaceBook: Michael Murray London

“On the edge in Ukraine”
By Michael Murray

(1) The politics of the last atrocity
(2) The US Military Industrial 

Complex and the Ukraine
(3) Stop The War on the Left!

The politics of the last atrocity
Conor Cruise O’Brien was a former 

Irish Labour Party Minister and, at a 
critical time, analogous to the present 
situation in the Ukraine, the UN’s 
man on the spot, in the early ’60s, 
at the time of the British and other 
European-led attempt to engineer 
the mineral-rich Katangan secession 
from the newly independent Congo. 
(LINK: “To Katanga and Back,” 
Conor Cruise O’Brien, FaberLinks, 
2011 Amazon Books)  

It was he, a decade later, as the 
“troubles” kicked off in Ireland, 
who coined the phrase “the politics 
of the last atrocity” to describe the 
politicians and media response to 
violence which did not address the 
context of the violence outwith a 
holistic context dealing with the 
origins, history and, invariably, 
complex implications and competing 
interests of, and for, all sides.  

It took a retired US Army Colonel, 
Douglas MacGregor, on the Fox 
News Tucker Carlson show to cut 
through the crap and get to the core 
of the Ukraine issue, all within a 
three-minute interview:

“The first thing we have to do 
about it is acknowledge that Putin’s 
- and his government’s -  basic point 
which they’ve been making for 25 
years is valid. 

“They don’t want US forces 
and missiles and NATO troops 
immediately across the border in 
eastern Ukraine. We didn’t want 
them in Cuba, he doesn’t want them 
in eastern Ukraine. 

“We should acknowledge that and 
stop pretending it’s a non-issue.” 

(Link: “Biden refused to 
acknowledge what’s important 
to Putin, now he has to watch the 
invasion.” 23 February, 2022 Fox 

News)
(2) The US Military Industrial 

Complex and the Ukraine
“The fraught situation (Ukraine) 

has nothing at all to do with the rule 
of international law, the sovereignty 
of national borders or the spread of 
democracy. And, certainly not even 
remotely with any kind of threat to the 
safety and security of the American 
homeland posed by Russia.”

That is the view of David Stockman, 
who had been, in turn, a two-term 
Michigan Congressman, Director 
of the Office of Management and 
Budget under Reagan, followed by a 
20-year stint in Wall Street.

It all goes back to late 1990s, 
he writes, and the winding up of 
the Soviet Union when NATO, 
for all intents and purposes ought 
to have been made redundant as a 
consequence. But instead it took on 
itself an extended role: 

“..policing  the far-flung precincts 
of the planet, as if the cold war had not 
ended - and extending Washington’s 
hegemony to each and every vacuum 
left behind by the vanished Soviet 
Union, its former satellites, allies and 
vassals.

“Foremost amongst its projects was 
the perpetuation of NATO….. rather 
than its indicated dismantlement 
….and this was the way out for the 
military industrial complex … In 
effect, NATO became the political 
marketing department for the defence 
industry.

“That was true with respect to 
weapon purchases by old NATO 
members, who no longer faced 
any serious security threat; new 
members from the Warsaw Pact who 
wanted to prove their bona fides - 
and the Pentagon itself which soon 
had twenty-nine Mutual Defence 
obligations to plan for, when in 
fact it should have had zero such 
obligations.”

It would be remiss of Labour 
Affairs not to give a flavour of the 
rhetoric employed at the time, and 

now, to dress up this endeavour. 
“(The Republican Party) is the 

party of peace through strength …. 
We believe the safety and prosperity 
of the American home and workplace 
depend upon ensuring our national 
security in a dangerous world….
We vigorously support restoring the 
promotion of democracy worldwide 
as a cornerstone of US foreign policy. 
Democracy is the best guarantee of 
peace and will ensure greater respect 
for fundamental human rights and 
the rule of law.  

As Stockman says: 
“It was as if NATO was some 

enlightened instrument of spreading 
democracy when, in fact, it was an 
excuse for rekindling a global arms 
spending spree.”  

And spending spree it was - and 
remains, as Stockman’s article, 
reference below, shows.

The combined “Defence” spending 
across NATO membership in 2020 
was $1.027 Trillion. $310 billion 
comprises the non-US NATO 
members’ share, which rose from 
$277 Billion in 2017 - the year 
Trump entered office. 

Having begun as a NATO-sceptic 
he soon changed his tune when 
the Military Industrial Complex 
protection racket had a word in his 
ear and he began to hassle member 
states to commit to even higher levels 
of expenditure. The accession of 
Montenegro and North Macedonia, 
bringing the total membership to 30, 
added to the take.  

And the US-Europe transatlantic 
partnership makes no bones about 
which partner is on top:

“Europe’s security is indispensable 
to the security of the US.” adding: 
American leadership is absolutely 
indispensable to the security of 
Europe.”  

The Military Industrial Complex, 
says Stockman, has been taken 
over, lock, stock and barrel, by war-
mongering neocons. The implications 
for the Ukraine? 
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areas in non-government-controlled areas of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, 
it also saw one anti-aircraft gun and two armoured combat vehicles 
(including one probable). (For further information, see the table below.) 
During the day, the SMM saw a minibus, three minivans, two 
cars and ten men (age unknown) wearing military-style clothing 
and carrying assault rifles in a residential area of Oleksandrivka 
(non-government-controlled, 20km south-west of Donetsk). 
The Mission also saw a convoy consisting of four trucks (three Ural 
and one Kamaz type) and three cars carrying at least seven men in a 
residential area of Brianka (non-government-controlled, 46 km south-
west of Luhansk) heading north-west. Later in the day, the SMM saw 
the same convoy in Alchevsk (non-government-controlled, 40 km west of 
Luhansk).

Three countries have now withdrawn their staff from the OSCE Monitoring 
Mission in preparation for a coming war – the UK, the USA and Canada. In 
my view, that speaks volumes about who is actually planning on starting a 
war here. Extraordinarily, having withdrawn their staff, the western powers are 
now briefing the media that the OSCE (which has for decades been a key tool 
of western security architecture) is a biased organisation.

Yet again the parallel to the Iraq War is striking to those of us who recall the 
rubbishing by the US/UK of the reports of the UN weapons inspection team, in 
favour of propaganda and outright lies in order to start a war.

https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2022/02/ukraine-where-to-find-
the-truth-in-enormous-detail/

Donate to Craig Murray support fund on his website

“As per the current, red-hot 
confrontation on the so-called 
“contact” line in the breakaway 
Donbas republics, it might be 
supposed that Vlad Putin is not the 
paranoid aggressor he’s cracked up 
to be.

“After all, who is the $1.027 
Trillion of combined NATO spending 
directed against other than Russia?”   

(Link: “George Kennan Warned 
NATO Expansion would lead to 
this,”  David  Stockman, 22 February, 
2022  antiwar.com )

(3)Stop The War on the Left!
Stop The War (STW) was founded 

in 2001 in response to the US-led 
clamour for an open-ended “war 
on terror” following the “9/11”  
atrocities. It’s part of a long tradition 
of labour-based peace movements, as 
old as the party itself.

Its online Home Page says it 
opposes “the British establishment’s 
disastrous addiction to war and its 
squandering of public resources 
on militarism.”  With regard to the 
present conflict it has called for the 
withdrawal of Russian troops and an 
immediate ceasefire. 

It also said: “We refute the idea 
that NATO is a defensive alliance, 
and believe its record in Afghanistan, 
Yugoslavia and Libya over the last 
generation, not to mention the US-
British attack on Iraq clearly proves 
otherwise.” 

And, more pointedly: “NATO,” 
it says, “should call a halt to its 
eastern expansion and commit to a 
new security deal for Europe which 
meets the needs of all states and 
peoples.”

There’s plenty of room within 
Labour’s “Broad Church,” for 
those anti-war sentiments, you’d be 
forgiven for thinking.  

But you’d be wrong. The Labour 
Party acted immediately to threaten 
with the withdrawal of the Labour 
whip the eleven Labour MPs who’d 
put their signatures to an STW 
leaflet, ordering them to withdraw 
their names. 

The measured and responsible 
position of STW is in line with 
the most progressive thinking on 
the conflict from within the US 

Establishment itself, as reported 
above, and globally, as evidenced 
in the position being taken by the 
majority of the world’s population 
excluding the developed “West.”  

In the Labour Party itself - even in 
the heated debates about the planned 
Iraq invasion - the likes never 
happened. 

Keir Starmer chose to depict 
the STW statement as a veritable 
treasonable act. The STW, he 
asserted, did not represent a benign 
voice for peace: 

“At best they are naive, at worst 
they actively give succour to 
authoritarian leaders who directly 
threaten democracies. 

“There is nothing progressive in 
showing solidarity with the aggressor 
when our allies need our solidarity 
and - crucially - our practical 
assistance now more than ever.”

Starmer claiming the STW is 
“showing solidarity” with Russia’s 
actions in Ukraine is outrageously 
disingenuous. But there’s more: 
“The small number of Labour MPs 
that signed the STW statement have 

all now withdrawn their names,” 
an official Labour statement said,  
“This shows Labour is under new 
management. With Keir Starmer’s 
leadership there will never be any 
confusion about whose side Labour 
is on - Britain, NATO, freedom and 
democracy - and every Labour MP 
now understands that.“ 

When the Labour Party’s youth 
section expressed solidarity with the 
STW, Labour Youth’s committee, an 
elected body which believed it had 
some degree of autonomy within the 
Party, according to the Rulebook, 
found it had had its tweet account 
confiscated and annual conference 
unceremoniously cancelled.  

Neither of the above actions 
have gone down well with Labour 
activists. The abject response of the 
MPs to their humiliating treatment 
by the leadership has left many 
flabbergasted: they are people who 
appeal to under pressure members to 
stay with the party and fight back. 
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Ukraine: Where to find the Truth in 
enormous detail

By Craig Murray
In the massive propaganda blitz 

over Ukraine, there is one place 
where you can find, in enormous 
detail, the truth about what is 
happening in the civil war conflict 
zone on a daily basis. That is in the 
daily reports of the Organisation for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) Monitoring Mission. 

The Organisation for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe is a brilliant 
organisation set up to monitor 
implementation of agreements on 
human rights and arms control 
during the Cold War period. It 
includes Russia, the UK and the USA 
among its 57 members as well as all 
EU states. It has been operating in 
conflict zones for over half a century.

Over 40 member states have 
monitors in the Ukraine monitoring 
mission. The head of the mission is 
Turkish, and almost all members have 
a military or diplomatic background. 
There are 700 monitors, and they 
have been in Ukraine since 2014. 
Their job is to patrol both sides of the 
civil war conflict zone and to record 
infringements of the ceasefire and 
de-escalation agreements, bringing 
these to the attention of the relevant 
authorities. 

Their work is very comprehensive 
indeed, and their detailed daily 
reports are public. These provide the 
most fantastic journalistic resource 
for what is actually happening on 
the ground – which is why Western 
mainstream media never use this 
resource, because the truth is the 
opposite of the picture they wish to 
paint.

For example, three OSCE monitors 
attended the site of the famous 
“kindergarten missile” attack, to 
verify what kind of missile was used, 
where it came from, and then tally 
this against the OSCE’s detailed 
record of weapons on both sides in 
the area and their daily movements. 
This is, literally, the basic everyday 
job of the mission. The team of OSCE 
expert observers – two of whom were 
from European Union countries – 

were denied access by the Ukrainian 
government to the kindergarten when 
they arrived to determine what kind 
of missile it was and where it came 
from. This is in direct violation of the 
ceasefire accord.

For those of us who saw the 
kindergarten attack stunt as 
propaganda to begin with, this is 
powerful corroboration.

This is from the OSCE’s daily 
report of 18 February:

Damage to a working  kindergarten
in  Stanytsia Luhanska, Luhansk region 
On 17 February, the Mission 
followed up on reports of damage to 
a working kindergarten in the north-
western part of Stanytsia Luhanska 
(government-controlled, 16 km 
north-east of Luhansk), located 
about 4.5 km north-west of the north-
western edge of the disengagement 
area near Stanytsia Luhanska. 
At 22 Depovska Street, about 
20 m south-west of a two-storey 
kindergarten building, the SMM 
observed a crater in the kindergarten 
playground, as well as marks 
assessed as caused by shrapnel 
on the inner side of a concrete 
wall surrounding the building. Also, 
it observed a hole (about 1m in 
diameter), and one shattered window 
on the north-eastern facade of the 
same building, and two shattered 
windows on the building’s north-
west facing wall (on its ground 
and first floor). 
The SMM assessed the damage as 
recent but was unable to determine the 
weapon used or the direction of fire. 
Staff from the Youth Affairs 
Department of the Stanytsia Luhanska 
Civil-Military Administration told the 
Mission that 20 children had been 
in the kindergarten at the time of the 
incident, but reported no injuries. 
The SMM was only able to conduct its 
assessment from a distance of about 
50m from the north-eastern facade 
and of about 30m from the south-
western facade of the damaged 
building, as a law enforcement 
officer did not allow the Mission 
to access the site saying that an 

investigation was ongoing.
That same report records numerous 

violations of the ceasefire agreement 
by the Ukrainian government in 
moving heavy weaponry in to 
menace separatist held areas and in 
keeping weaponry outside agreed 
storage facilities. It equally reports 
precisely the same kind of violations 
by separatist rebels. None of which 
balance has been recorded by the 
same western media which loves 
to give detailed accounts of troop 
movements within Russia. Here is 
just one tiny example of hundreds 
of the OSCE information, from the 
same report of 18 February as the 
kindergarten visit:

The SMM continued to monitor 
the withdrawal of weapons 
in implementation of the 
Memorandum and the Package 
of Measures and its Addendum. 
In violation of withdrawal lines, the 
Mission observed a surface-to-air-
missile system in a government-
controlled area of Donetsk region. 
It also spotted 21 howitzers, five 
anti-tank guns (four of which 
probable) and one probable multiple 
launch-rocket system, in two 
training areas in non-government-
controlled areas of Luhansk region. 
Beyond withdrawal lines but outside 
designated storage sites, the SMM 
saw ten towed howitzers and two 
surface-to-air-missile systems in 
government-controlled areas of 
Donetsk region, in two compounds 
(of which one near a residential 
area). It also spotted two surface-
to-air missile systems, 12 mortars 
and 41 tanks, in two training areas 
in non-government-controlled areas 
of Luhansk region. (For further 
information, see the tables below.) 
Indications of military and military-
type presence in the security zone 
In government-controlled areas 
of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, 
the Mission saw seven armoured 
combat vehicles. In residential 


